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Abstract 
This thesis is an attempt to tackle two related 
problems in nO~lnear runctiona~ analysis. 
The study of abstract evolution equations 
started in the early 1950's with the development of 
the theory of linear contraction semigroups and 
holomorphic semigroups. The power of the Dunford 
integral made the holomorphic theory the more 
attractive, and only in the middle 1960's was it 
realized that the contraction theory could easily 
be generalized to semigroups with dissipative 
nonlinear infinitesimal generators. 
Since then the corresponding theory for 
evolution operators has been greatly studied, Kato 
probably being the first to do so in 1967. A 
Holder type continuity assumption on the time 
dependence of the generat~rs is common to all this 
work. It is the purpose of Chapters I and IV to 
weaken this condition to allow a certain a~ount 
of discontinuity in the time dependence. A bounded 
variation condition replaces Lipschitz continuity in 
( hr\ _. I 
. Chapter Ie A Riemann integrability condition replaces 
a continuity condition in Chapter IV. The original 
motivation to do this came from Control Theory 
where discontinuous controls play a major role. 
The second purpose of this thesis is to give 
a ~igorous derivation of Pontryagin's Maximum 
Principle with fixed end-point for nonlinear 
evolution operators in Banach space. Because the 
unit ball is not compact we replace Pontryagin's 
elegant use of the Browder Fixed Point Theorem by 
an abstract controllability condition which seems 
appropriate for the particular dissipative systems 
discussed earlier. We have to derive a first order 
variational theory for these systems 'from scratch'. 
Finally we have had to show the 'perturbation cone' 
is convex, a trivial result in finite dimensions. 
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O. INTRODUCTION. 
In this paper we generalize a result of 
T. Ka.to [2]. Our motivation is partly a remark at 
the end of [2] , and partly tb.e desire to consider 
optimal control with fixed end points for some 
partial differential systems. We consider the 
nonlinear evolution equation 
du/dt + A(t)u = 0 'OE:;t<oo (0.1) 
where for almost all t, A(t) is a quasi-maximal-
accretive operator (for definition see section 1) 
* on a Banach space X , with uniformly convex dual X • 
\ve have generalized the results of [2] in 
the following three directions (see conditions 
I II of section 3) . , . 
a) A(t) need only oe quasi-maximal-accretive rather 
than maximal-accretive , and the constant of qua::: i-
accretion is allowed to vary vli th t. 
b) The maps t .... A(t)v can be of bounded variation 
(they are strongly continuous in (21). 
J 
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c). The value of A(s)v determines a ~ound for A(t)v 
when s < t, but A(t)v is roughly speaking 
independent of A(s)v when s > t. ThlS means 
that in the control theory situation the choice 
of control at time t does not prejudice the 
control values in future time as far as 
existence o~ solutions is concerned. 
Our main result of existence and uniqueness 
for (0.1) is given in Theorem 2 of section 3. 
The proof involves considering the equations 
chosen to approximate in a suitable '\vay to A(.) 
as n ~ 00, and solutions un(t) are known to exist. 
In (2] An(t)" = A(t)(I + n-1A(t»-1. In the 
proof of our theorem A
n
(.). is a piecevTise constant 
in time q-m-accretive operator (in fact a . 'Riemann 
approximation' to A(.». To establish trre existence 
of approximating . solutions , we first consider the 
time independent case of (0.1). ~le do this in 
Theorem 1 of section 2. 
5 
In Theorem 2 and its corollaries we have paid 
particular attention to the continuity properties 
of the derivative of solutions· of (0.1) • ''Ie shall 
need these results when we come to consider 
perturbations of (0.1) in Chapter II. 
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1 • DEFINITIONS AN]) BASIC RESULTS. 
Throughout this . paper X is a real or complex 
Banach 'tvith * space uniformly -convex dual v .~ . 
I • I is used for the norm on any of the Banach 
spaces X , * X , R (reals) , C (complex numbers) • 
< . , . > represents the real part of the pairing 
* between X and X. 
* F:X-.X is the duality mapping. Thus F is the 
unique single valued map vIi th the properties: 
.< x , Fx > = I Fx /2 = / x /2. In [2 ] it is proved 
that F is uniformly continuous on bounded sets. 
We use -. (resp. !) to represent stror~ (resp. 
!eak) convergence in Banach space. 
R+ represents the non-negative reals. 
The symbols * = or are used to denote the 
fact that = or hold almost everYVThere; 
where the measure in queAtion 'tvill alvlays be 
Lebesgue measure on R+. 
, 
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Lemma 1.1. If x(t) is an X-valued curve with 
weak derivative dX(s) (r~sp. weak right derivative 
d+x(s) ) at t = s then: 
xes) ~ 0 
~ Ix(t) I has derivative, Dlx(s)/ (resp. right 
derivative D+/ x( s) / ) at t = s • 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the case for the 
'right derivative. We have 
< x(s+h) - xes) , Fx(s) > ~ Ix(s) I (,·x(s+b.) I - Ix(s) /) 
dividing by h > 0, and letting h - 0 we get 
<d+x(s), Fx(s»~ Ix(s)ILimh-1 (1:x.(S+h)I-lx(s)l) (1. 
11-+0 
Now weak differentiability ·(on the right) implies 
strong continuity (on the right), so x(s+h) -+ xes) • 
Therefore Ix(s+h)I - Ix(s)/ and Fx(s+h) ~ Fx(s) • 
Now we have 
< x(s+h) - xes) , Fx(s+h) >~ /x(s+h)I(lx(s+h)1 - Ix(s)/) 
Dividing by h > 0 and letting h ~ 0 
8 
< d+x(s) , Fx(s»> Ix(s) ILim h-1 (lx(s+h) I - ix(s)l) 
h-+o 
The result now follows by combining this \'1i th (1.1) • 
This Lemma generalises [2 Lemma 1.3] , (vlhen X* is 
uniformly convex) • 
Corollary 1.1. Suppose x(t) is a locally 
absolutely continuous ( X , 1.1 ) - valued curve on R+. 
"Then 
i) d/dtlx(t) 12 ~ 2Ix(t)1 d/dtlx(t)I ~ 2 < dx(t) , Fx(t) > 
and all three expressions exist almost every\'lhcre. 
ii) If f + + R x R .... R is any map \vi th f(o,t) > 0 
for all t E R+, and if 
/x(t) Id/dt Ix(t) I ~ f( Ix(t) I,t) Ix(t) I 
Then 
d/ d t I x ( t) / ~. f ( I x ( t) I , t ) 
Proof Using Lemma 1.1 and the local absolute continuity 
of t - Ix(t)l, to prove i) it is sufficient to 
show the weak derivative dx(t) exists a.e. 
This follows from the much stronger result proved 
in Komura [4 ] 
9 
'An absolutely continuous cuxve in. a reflexive 
Banach space is strongly differentiable a.e. , and 
is the indefinite Bochner integral of its derivative! 
ii) is essentially proved in [2; p. 515]' . 
,~ ,." . .'-
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Lemma 1.2. Suppose pet) and q(t) are locally. 
integrable on n+, x(t) is absolutely continuous 
on bounded intervals and * x'(t) ~ p(t)x(t) + q(t) • 
Let yet) be the solution of * y'(t) = p(t)y(t) + q(t) , 
yeo) = x(O). Then x(t) ~ y(t) , t ~ 0 
Proof. Put z(t) = x(t) - y(t). Then z(t) is 
absolutely continuous on bounded intervals and 
t 
* z'(t) ~ p(t)z(t). Therefore z(t)exp.(- J p(s)ds) ~ z(O) = 0 
o 
and the result follows. 
Definition 1.1. Let A be an operator (nonlinear) 
with domain D ex. and range in X. Then A is 
said to be accretive if 
< Av - Au , F(v-u) > :::: 0 for all u,V E D ( 1.2) 
10 
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It is proved in [21 that (1.2) is pquivalent to 
kA + I being non-contractive on D for all k > O. 
Definition 1.2. An accretive operator A is said 
to be m-accretive (m- for maximal) if re.nge(A + I) = X. 
If A is m-accretive then A;- kI is surjective 
for all k > O. (For proof see [2}) 
Definition 1.3 •. Operator A is said to be 
q-accretive (q- for quasi-), (resp. q-m-accretive) 
if there exists a real number k such ~hat A + kI 
is accretive (resp. m-accret~ve). 
If A is q-accretive we can define 
q = q(A) = Inf { k : A + kI is accretive}. 
Then -oo<q<oo (unlebs D is a singleton) , and 
if k:;::q then A + kI is accretive. If A is 
q-m-accretive then A + kI is m-accretive for all 
I 
k> q. 
The following results are proved in either [1] or 
(21 for the case A is m-accretive. The extensions to 
; q-m-accretiveness are quite easy. (See: also [5]). 
( 
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Properties. Let A be q-m-accretive with domain 
DC X ,. and q(A) = q. Let q+ = max. { 0 , q} and 
AI + r = I q , so that r = + 00 whenever q =:;; o. In any 
case r > O. If 0 < k < rand h(k) = (1 - kq)-1 then: 
A) Rk = (kA + 1)-1 is everywhere defined and 
- is Lipschi tzian and 
B) 
0) 
. D) 
E) 
G) 
is everywhere defined 
and is Lipschitzian and IAklLiP =:;; k-1 (1 + htk)}. 
Ak is q-accretive and q(Ak ) =:;; qh(k). 
If uE D then IAku / =:;; h(k) IAul • 
If' ~ E, D n = 1 ,2, •••• , u -+ u , and n 
IA~I bounded then uED and w A~ -+ Au. 
If xn E, X n = 1,2, ••.• , x -+ u , kn E (O,r) n 
k -+ 0 and /Ak xnl bounded , then n n 
u E D and w Ak x -+ Au. 
n n 
If there exists 0<00 such that 
. 2 
--: A v - w , F (v - u) > > -0 I v - u I for. all v E. D , 
then u E D and w = Au. 
These results will be referred to as prop.A), 
prop.B), etc. 
, 
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2. THE TIME INDEPENDENT CASE. 
In this section (0.1) is considered 'Vlith 
A(t) = A. The results obtained in Theorem are 
not new. However they are not only needed for 
the proof of Theorem 2, but they also motivate 
that Theorem. Also it is interesting to compare 
the two Theorems to see in which respects the 
weaker hypotheses of Theorem 2 entail weaker 
conclusions. The proof of Theorem 1 is a modification 
of the proof of [1 ; Theorem 281 , where the case 
q(A) = 0 is considered. The reason why the 
modification is not complete.ly trivial is explained 
in [2·; Section 3 ; Remark 5] • 
Theorem 1. Let A be q-m-accretive and q(A) = q. 
Then for 
uniformly 
such that: 
each U
o 
E D there exist~ 
Lipschitz norm continuous 
.a) u(O) = uo 
b) Au(t) is weakly continuous. 
a 
u 
locally 
R+ -+ D 
13 
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f 
c) The weak derivative u'(t) of u(t) exists for 
d) 
all . t ~ 0 (For t = 0 only the right hand 
derivative is considered.) and 
u' (t) = -Au(t) 
IAu(t) I exp( -qt) 
t 
is non-increasing. 
(2.0) 
e) u(t) = u(O) - J Au(s)ds where the integrand is 
o 
locally Boc~er integrable (globally if q < 0 ). 
f) If vet) also satisfies e) then 
lu(t) - vet) lexp(-qt) is non-increasing. 
(For' some of the basic properties of the Bochner 
integral we refer the reader to either t31 or t81 ) 
Proof. For 0 < k < r/2 the integrel equation 
(2.1) 
can be solved using prop.B) and the contraction 
mapping principle. uk(t) is strongly continuous, so 
the strong derivative exists and equals -Akuk(t). 
If' vk(t) satisfies (~.1), with Vo replacing Uo 
I then by Corollary 1.1 and prop. C ) 
d/dt luk(t) - vk(t) 12 ! -2< Akuk(t) - Akvk(t) , F(uk(t)-vk(t» > 
* . 2 ~ 2qh(k) Iuk(t) - vk(t) I 
14 
. 
Therefore by Lemma 1.2 
'. -::- .-:. ~ " .. -.. -. :," .: ~ ~ 
We can put vk(t) = uk(t + h) in (2.2). Dividing 
by h > 0, and letting h - 0 we get 
IAk~(t)1 = luk(t) I ~ I~(o) lexp(qh(k)t) 
=IAkuolexp(qh(k)t) 
(2.2) 
~ 'IAuolh(k)exp(qh(k)t) ~ IAu
o
/2exp( 2q-ft ) (2.3) 
using prop.D) and h(k) ~ 2. 
Therefore uk(t) is locally Lipschitz continuous, 
and the Lipschitz constant may be chosen independently 
of k, and t in a compact interval. Thus in 
particular {~(.)}k are uniformly bounded on 
compacta. From (2.3) and prop.B) we get 
It follows that if 0 <J < r/2 then 
{uk (.) - Uj(.)}k,j is uniformly bounded on compacta 
and (l1c~(t) - Rjuj(t» - (uk(t) '- uj(t» - 0 
uniformly on compacta as k,j - O. 
Thus given a compact interval 0 ~ t ~ T and 
E > 0, using the uniform continuity of F, we can 
obtain ,> 0 such that 0 < k, j < cS:5 r/2 and 
O<t<T 
- -
(2.5) 
15 
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Also, using (2.4) , we may assume that for the 
same E. and ~. 
IRk~(t) - R.u .(t) 1 :::; Iuktt) - uJ.(t) 1 + £ J J 
Then using the inequality 2x ~ 1 + x2 
o ~ t ~ T 
/Rkuk(t) - Rjuj(t) 12 ~ (1 + E.)( luktt) - u/t) 12 + ~) (2.6) 
Using (2.6) and the accretiveness of A + qI 
d/dt/uk(t) - uj(t) 12 ! -2 < Ak~(t)-AjUj(t) , F(uk(t)-uj(t» > 
~ 2 q ( 1 + E)( / uk ( t ) - u / t) 12 + E.) + Rk , j ( t ) 
where 
Rk,j(t) = 2 < Akuk(t)-Ajuj(t) , F(Rkuk(t)-Rjuj(t» 
-F(uk(t)-uj(t» > 
Then (2.3) and (2.5) give 
~ IRk,j(t) I ~ 8 E exp(2q+T) IAuol = E.' o ~ t ~ T 
Therefore by solving t4e differential equation 
dy / d t = 2q ( 1 + E)( y + () + ( , 
and applying Lemma 1.2 
, 
~Et q=O 
I S inc e ~ -+ 0 as E -+ 0 
on compacta as k s j -+ O. Therefore uk(t) -+ utt) 
and u(t) is locally uniformly Lipschitz continuous. 
16 
We now show u(t) has the required properties 
a) to f) of the theorem. 
a): Trivial. 
b): From (2.3) and prop.F) 
Akuk(t) ~ Au(t). Also 
u(t) E D and 
IAu(t)I ~ ~IAkuk(t)1 ~ IAu lexp(qt) k-+o o. 
since h(k) -+ 1 as k -+ O. 
Let ti -+ t, so· u(t i ) -+ u(t)·, and by (2.7) 
and prop.E) Au(t i )! Au(t). 
Therefore Au(t) is weakly continuous. 
e): This now follows by taking weak limits and 
using bounded convergence in (2.1). The Bochner 
integrability follows from weak continuity in b). 
c): Follows from b) and e). 
17 
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d): Since vet) = u(t + s) is also a solution 
of (2.0), from (2.7) we get 
IAu(t + s) I ~ IAu(s) lexp(qt) 
and the result follows. 
f): Applying Corollary 1~1to u(t) - vet) , 
t ~ 0 
d/dtlu(t) _.v(t)1 2 ! -2 < Au(t) - Av(t) , F(u(t) - vet»~ > 
~ 2qlu(t) - v(t)1 2 
and by Lemma 1.2 
/u(t) - vet) I ~ luts) - v(s)lexp(q(t-s» • 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Applying result f), the following uniqueness 
condition is obtained.(An alternative condition is 
given in Section 5) 
Corollary 1. (Uniqueness) 
If u(t) satisfies a) and e) then it is 
.' unique. 
\ 
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If U(t): D - D : u(O) - u(t) then 
'is a nonlinear semigroup of class C , 
o 
{ U( t) t :::: 0 
with 
infinitesimal generator -A, and contraction class -q. 
Corollary 2. If X is uniformly convex then Au(t) 
is strongly continuous at all but a countable number 
of points, and is strongly continuous on the right 
everywhere. u(t) is strongly differentiable wherever 
A~(t) is strongly continuous i and is strongly right 
differentiable everywhere. 
Proof. Since Au(t) is weakly continuous, it is 
strongly continuous whenever IAu(t)I is oontinuous. 
The monotonicity condition d) shows that IAu(t)/ has 
only a countable number of discontinuities. 
Suppose ti> t, then 
/Au(t)/ ~ ~IAu(ti)1 ~ LImIAu(ti)/ ~ Lim eqti IAu(t)I e-qt 
= IAu(t) I 
Therefore IAu(t)I is continuous on the right. 
The results for the strong differentiability of u(t) 
now follow from e). 
As a consequence of corollary 2 we see that 
-A is the strong. derivative of the semigroup 
i{ u(t) : t 2: 0 whenever X is uniformly convex. 
19 
3. THE· TUllE DEPENDENT CASE. 
We now consider a 1-parameter fn~ily of operators 
{ A(t) : X ~ X Io ~ t , with the properties 
I. For almost all t E R+, A(t) is q-m-accretive with 
domain D independent of t. q (t) = q (A (t) ) ( = 00 if 
A(t) not q-accretive) is locally jntegrable. 
II. For all v E D and s < t 
IA(t)v - A(s)vl ~ ·Ip(t) - pes) IL( Ivl)(1 + IA(s)vl) 
where pet) is a real valued function with locally 
bounded variation (i.e. bounded variation on compact 
sets ). L(r) is a positive function, bounded on 
bounded sets. 
If we take the special case q(t) = 0, pet) = t , 
and II also holds for s > t then w'e obtain the 
most general conditions consldered in • 
As might be expected, I and II are not 
independent. 
Proposition 3.1. If {A (t) I satifies I and II 
then q(t) is lower semicontinuous at points of 
continuity of pet). 
Proof. Suppose p(s+) = p(s), and t > s. Then from 
I 
II A(t)v- A(s)v for all v ED. From I've get 
< A(t)v - A(t)u , F(v - u) > ~ -q(t) Iv-ul 2 u,v E D 
Taking Lim on both sides as t > s, vTe see that 
A ( s) + Lim q ( t). I is accretive. So q(s) ~ Lim q(t) 
20 
Suppose p(t-) = p(t) , and s < t. Using II, 
IA(s)v - A(o)vl ~ Ip(s) - p(O) IL( Ivl)(1 + IA(O)yl) • 
Therefore IA(s)vl is bounded, and so again from II, 
A(s)v - A(t)v as s < t. Left lower semicontinuity 
then follO'tvs using the same method as before. 
Even though I only requires pes) to be 
q-m-accretive for almost all s, prop.E) holds for all 
but an, at most, countable number of points' s. 
In fact we have: 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose p(s+) = pes) , vn ED, 
v - v n 
and A(s)v
n 
bounded as n - 00. 
Then vE D and A(s)v
n
!! A(s)v. 
Proof. Choose ti:> s such that A(t~) is 
q-m-accretive. Then 
So as n - 00 
prop.E) , v E D 
IA(ti)vnf is bounded. Therefore, 
and A(t.)v !!A(t.)v as !l.-oo. 
l. n l. 
Since A(s)v
n 
is bounded, it is weakly 
using 
subconvergent (Eberlein-Shmulyan Theorem [3) ). By 
.;. 
taking a subsequence if necessary, suppose A(S)Vn ! w • 
Then from (3.1) 
But using II, A(ti)v - A(s)v as i ~ 00 • 
Therefore w = A(s)v, so A(s)vn ! A(s)v • 
as 
2; 
Without loss of generality we may (and do) assume 
.in 'II p(o) = 0 and pet) non-decreasing (just 
replace p by its total variation); and L(r) is 
continuous and non-decreasing. 
We now define the follovling subsets 
of which have full measure: 
N = { t : A(t) q-m-accretive} 
+ of R, 
N+ (resp. N-) the pOints of right (resp. left) 
continuity of p(t). 
M = N- n (N+ U N) 
s+h 
L+ = { s : LIm ~ j q(t)dt <oo} 
J:r.o+ s 
So Lebesgue points of q(t) C L+ 
, 
With this notation our main theorem is: 
all 
Theorem 2. Suppose {A( t) } satisfies I and II, 
and U
o 
ED. Then there exists a locally uniformly 
Lipschitz continuous u such that: 
a) 
. b) 
b)' 
c) 
c), 
u(O) = u 
o 
A(t)u(t) is weakly left continuous on M • 
If sEN n N+, ti> s, ti EM, L~. q(t i ) <00 , 
then A ( t . ) u ( t .) !! A (s ) u (s) • 
l. l. 
u(t) has 1-leak left derivative -A(t)u(t) 
every t EM. 
u(t) has weak right derivative -A(t)u(t) 
every tEN n N+ n L + • 
for 
for 
. d) 
22 
Given T <= there exists Q = Q(T) < = 
such that if 
t 
R(t) = IA(t)u(t) lexp( - Jlqtr)/dr - k(t)p(t) ) - Qk(t)p(i 
o 
then R(t) ~ R(s) for s ~ t ~ T and t E M. 
(k(t) is defined in (3.~6). It is continuous, 
non-negative and non-decreasing). 
In particular H(t) is non-increasing on 
[O,T]() M. 
t 
e) u(t) = u(O) - J A(s)u(s)ds 
o 
where the integrand is locally Bochner integrable. 
(So, in particular, u(t) has strong derivative 
-A(t)u(t) almost everywhere). 
f) If vet) satisfies e), then 
t 
Iv(t) - u(t)lexp( -Jq(s)ds ) is non-increasing. 
o 
Proof. Partition R+ into intervals' of length 
1/n n = 1,2, ••••• 
Let qn(t) be the step function 
qn(t) kin = n j q(s)ds (k-1)/n (k-1)/n ~ t < k/n 
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Then it is easy to show: 
t t+1 j 1 qn ( s) Ids E; S lq(s)lds (3.2) 
0 0 
t k/.n 11 qn(s)_q(s) ds I E; 2 . J I q(s) 1 ds (k-1)/n {k-1)/n E; t E; 
It 
Put 
such 
0 
follows by absolute 
t J q (s )ds 
o 
t n = 0 and choose 
o 
that t~ E N and 
continuity that 
as n - =, uniformly 
for t in a compact set. 
t~ E ( (k-1) In , kin ) 
q(t~) ~ qn(t~) 
be the step function 
(k-1)/n E; t < kin 
Applying Theorem 1 to the intervals ((k-1)/n, k/n1 , 
and piecing together the solutions, the equation 
has unique 
Lipschitz on 
solution Un{t). Since un(t) 
[ (k-1 ) In , kin 1 , it is 
is 
uniformly 
. Lipschitz . (and hence absolutely continuous) on 
bounded intervals. 
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Lemma 3~1. 
l~(.)}n is uniformly bounded on compacta, 
and (3.7) holds. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.1 
* n = - < A(Q (t)u (t) , F(u(t) - u ) > nn 0 
: - < A(Qn(t»u (t) - A(gn(t)u , F(u (t) - u ) > 
non 0 
since A(Qn(t» + qn(t)I is accretive. 
So again by Corollary 1.1 
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Now from II we get 
Combining this with (3.6) and applying Lemma 1.2 : 
t I~ (t)-u
o 
I ~ (exp jq:n(s )ds) x 
o 
t s J {IA(O)uo l+p(s+1/n)L( lu I) (1+IA(O)u DHexp-jCin(r)dr} ds o 000 
The uniform boup.dedness now follovlS using (3.2) • 
By using (3.3) and dominated convergence we get 
t 
LImlu (t)-u I ~ (exp 5q(s)ds) x 
n-ooo n 0 0 
t s j{/A(O)uo/+p(s)L(lu 1)(1+IA(O)uol)}{exp-Sq(r)dr} ds (3./ 
o 0 0 
Thus we may suppos e ~ ( I un ( t) I) ~ K ( t) < 00 
K(t) non-decreasing and continuous. 
We put Bn(t) = IA(Qn(t))~(t)1 
Lemma 3.2. {Bn(.)}n uniformly bounded on compacta. 
Proof. By d) of Theorem 1 , and (3.4) we have 
IA(t~)~(t)lexp(-qn(t~)t) non-increasing· on 
Now put 
(k-1)/n ~ t ~ kin 
(3.8 
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Then using II we get for k = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
Bn(k/n) ~ IA(t~+1)~(k/n)- A(t~)Un(k/n) I + IA(t~)Un(k/n)1 
~ (1+Z~) IA(t~)Un(k/n)1 + Z~ 
So using (3.8) 
Also 
Now for each fixed n we can solve the difference 
equation 
+ Zn k 
Cn(O) = Bn(O) 
Comparing this with (3.9) we see that Bn(k/n) ~ Cn(k/n) 
Now put 
Therefore 
kin n k n -1 Sn(k/n)-Sn«k-1)/n) = (exp-j q(s)ds) Zk n (1+Zr ) 
o r=o 
kin ~ z~ (exp -J q(s)ds ) 
o 
k r/n 
Sn(k/n) ~ Sn(o) +~1 Z~(exp -J q(s)ds ) 
o 
k r/n ~ IA(O)uol + ~o Z~(exp -J q(s)ds ) (3.1C 
o 
I' 
1 
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Now using the inequality 1 + x ~ eX we obtain 
Also since K(t) and pet) are non-decreasing 
k n ~o Zr ~ K(k/n)p(t~+1) ~ K(k/n)p«k+1)/n) 
Combining (3.10) and (3.11): 
kin 
Bn(k/n) ~ {IA(O)uol + K(k/n)p«k+1 )/n)exp S Iq(s) k 
o 
kin 
exp( J Iq(s) Ids + K(k/n)p( (k+1)/n) ) 
o 
Given n choose k so that (k-1)/n 5 t < kin • 
Using (3.8) we get 
Therefore 
kin 
~ Bn( (k-1 )/n)exp{ (nt-k+1) J ( (k-1 ),h:. 
kin ~ Bn( (k-1 )/n)exp J Iq(s) Ids (k-1)/n 
(k-1)/n 
IA(O)u I + K( (k-1 )/n)p(k/n)exp J Iq(s) i 
o 0 
kin 
exp( S /q(s) Ids + K( (k-1 )/n)p(k/n) ) 
o 
This gives the uniform bound. 
( 
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Lemma 3.3. Un{t) - u(t) uniformly on compacta. 
Proof. If G(t) = K(t)(1 + sup { En(s) : n ~ 1,s~t }) , 
then G(t) is locally bounded and measurable. 
Now by Corollary 1.1 , 
iUn(t)-~(t)ld/dtlun(t)-um(t)1 * = 
- < A(Qn(t»un(t)-A(Gm(t»um(t) , F(~(t)-~(t» > 
Suppose Qn(t) ~ Gm(t) , then using II, 
Therefore, if met) = maxi qm(t) , qn(t) f , 
* IUn(t)-~(t)ld/dtl~(t)-~(t)1 ~
I ~ ( t ) -l)n ( t) I { I ~ ( Qn ( t) ) - P ( Gill ( t) ) I G (t) + m ( t) I un ( t ) -~ ( t ) 
By symmetry this also holds for Qn(t) > om(t) • 
Using Corollary 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 , 
I~(t,)-~(t) I ~ 
t t s (exp Sm(s)ds) Slp(Qn(s»_p(Qm(s»IG(s)(exp -Jm(r)dr) ds 
000 
t t+1 . 
But by (3.2), I Jm(s)ds I ~ 2 S Iq(s) Ids. Also as 
o 0 
n - ~, p(Qn(s» - p(s) a.e •• Then by bounded 
convergence, 1~{t)-~(t)1 - 0 uniformly on compacta, 
and the Lemma follows by completeness of X. 
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: '""". Now uSing Theorem 1, we can integrate (3~5) by 
the Bochner integral, to get 
Therefore 
t 
lun(t) - un(s)1 ~ J Bn(r)dr 
s 
So by Lemma 3.2 , is uniformly Lipschitz 
continuous on 90mpacta, therefore so is u(.) • 
Also, from (3.7) we get the growth condition 
t 
lu(t)-uol ~ (exp Jq(s)ds) x 
,0 
t s 
JtIA(O)uol+p(s)L(luol)(1+IA(O)uol)}{exp -Sq(r)dr} ds 
o 0 
We now define the following subset of 
R+ x R+ x {Integers> o} : 
S = { (s,t,n) : 0 < s < t <= , gn(s) < t } 
" 
Note that if· s < t then gn(s) < t for all sufficien" 
large n. 
From II we get 
IA(9n(s»~(s) _ A(t)~(s) I ~ Ip(gn(s»_p(t) IG(s) 
for all (s,-t,n) E d (3.1 
where G(s) 
It follows that 
is as in the 
ranges over a bounded set and 
Now choose any + s E R , 
tEN. Letting n - = we see 
proof of Lemma 3.3. 
is bounded as t 
(s,t,n) E S. 
then choose t > s 
that u(s) E D and 
A(t)~(s) ! A(t)u(s) (using prop. E). 
and 
" 
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. N ow fix t EM, t > O. Then (t-1/n , t , n) E S 
for sufficiently large n, and u
n
(t-1/n) ~ u(t) • 
Since t EM, we must have tEN, or t E N+, so 
by using prop.E) and proposition 3.2 ; 
A(t)un (t-1/n) ! A(t)u(t) as n -+ 00 
Again using (3.13) we get 
A(Qn(t-1/n»~(t-1/n) ! A(t)u(t) for t E !1- to} 
Thus, from Lemma 3.2, A(t)u(t) is locally bounded 
on M. 
We are now in a position to verify that u(t) 
satisfies conditions a) to f) of Theorem 2. 
a) Trivial 
b) Let ti < t, ti EM, t EM. 
is bounded as i -+ 00. Therefore using II we obtain 
Then using prop.E) 
A(t)u(ti ) ! A(t)u(t) • 
and proposition 3.2 we obtain 
Thus A(t. )u(t.) !! A(t)u(t) • 
1. 1. 
Corollary t -+A(t)u(t) is almost everywhere 
seperably-valued 
• 
Proof: Since M has full measure it is sufficient 
(3. ' 
to show H = { A(t)u(t) : t EM} is strongly separable. 
Let {til be a countable dense subset of ltI. Then 
is strongly separable and weakly closed, 
and therefore, using b), contains H. 
The result follows: 
"ll\l~k, r31 '1AJ01(e:J'lili 11 Sr':' 'lr(E, ', " 
/(U\\'i'o", ~ ,:o-;:v~~<;:"q '1: 0 c,9~ 'll '11 ,f~ " -',. 
." 
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e): Using this corollary and (3.14) we see that 
A(t)u(t) is strongly measurable (Pettis' Theorem 
and therefore locally Bochner integrable. Now 
t ~(t) = Uo - J A(Gn(s»un(S)ds 
o 
= u -o 
t+1/n 
J A(Gn(s-1/n»~(s-1/n)ds 
1/n 
l3J ) , 
Taking weak limits on both sides and using bounded 
convergence, we obtain e). 
b)' : Suppose s and {til are as described in b)' 0 
Since s E: N+ and using II , A(t.)v -+ A(s)v 
1. 
v E: D • 
, 
A(ti)u(t i ) ti E: M , is bounded , and Since therefore 
weakly subconvergent. By taking a subsequence if 
necessary, suppose A(t. )u(t.) .! w. Now 
1. 1. 
Taking Lim on both sides and using the uniform 
continuity of F 
< A(s)v-w , F(v-u(s» >~ -L~ q(t i ) Iv-u(s) 12 
1. 
~ -0Iv-u(s)1 2 where C < 00 
Therefore by prop.G) , w = A(s)u(s) , so l-; is unique 
A(ti)u(t i ) ! A(s)u(s) 
. 
and • 
c) This follows from b) , e) and the fact that 
}II has full measure. 
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c) I Suppose s € N'n N+ n L+. Then using e), it 
will be sufficient to show 
s+h 
D(h) = ~ ~ A(t)u(t)dt ~ A(s)u(s) as h:> 0 
Since A(t)u(t) is locally bound.ed on M, and IvI has 
full measure, D(h) is bounded as h - 0, and so is 
weakly Aubconvergent. Suppose w -+ w as 
It will be sufficient if we can Shovl w = A(s)u(s) • 
Now for any v.€ D 
< A(t)v-A(t)u(t) , F(v-u(t» > ~ -q(t) Iv-u(t) !2 
Integrating this expression with respect to t, from 
s and dividing by h. > 0 ~ and then 
letting hi - 0, it is easy to see 
< A(s)v-w , 
_ 1s +h 
F(v-u(s»> ~ -Lim ii S q(t)dt 
11-+0 s 
~ -c Iv-u(s) 12 
So using prop.G), w = A(s)u(s) • 
f) By Corollary 1.1 and e) , 
Iv-u(s) 12 
where C <00 
d/dt lu(t)-v(t) 12 ! -2 < A(t)u(t)-A(t)v(t) , F(u(t)-v(t» : 
~ 2q(t) lu(t)-v(t)1 2 
The result now follows by Lemma 1.2 • 
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d) Combining (3.14) and (3.12) we get for t E M 
IA(t)u(t)/ ~ Lim Bn (t-1/n) 
n-ooo 
t ~ { /A(O)uol + K(t)p(t)exp jlg(s) Ids} x 
o 
t 
exp( 1 Iq(s) Ids + K(t)p(t) ) 
o 
Now by continuity of L(r) and Lemma 3.3 
L( lun(t) I) .... L( lu(t) /) uniformly on compacta. 
Thus in (3.15) we may take 
Ret) = k(t) = sup { L(/u(s)l) 
s~t 
Suppose we fix s > 0 and put A(t) = A(t+s) . 
Then {A(t)} satisfies I and II (with translated 
p(.) and q(.» and .the solution, which we can 
~how is unique using f) , ·of 
Vl(t) = -A(t)v(t) v(o) = u(s) 
is vet) = u(t+s) • 
From (3.15) we then get for t ~ s, t E M 
(3.1 
C3 .1 
t 
IA(t)u(t)1 ~ IA(s)u(s)1 + k(t)(p(t)-p(s»exp llq(r)ldr 
s 
t 
exp( J Iq(r) Idr + k(t) (p(t)-p(s» ) (3.1' 
s 
We have used here the inequality 
sup {L(lu(r)I)} ~ sup {L(lu(r)/)} 
s~r~t o~r~t 
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Now since k(r) and per) are non-negative non-
decreasing , 
o ~ k(t)(p(t)-p(s» ~ k(t)p(t) - k(s)p(s) 
Multiplying (3.17) by 
.and using (3.18) , 
t 
t 
exp( -Jlq(r)ldr - k(t)p(t) ) 
o 
IA(t)u(t) lexp( -Slq(r)ldr - k(t)p(t) ) 
o 
s 
~ IA(s)u(s)lexp( -Slq(r) Idr - k(s)p(s) ) + 
o 
(3.18 
, 
t 
{k(t)p(t)-k(s)p(s)}exp( Slq(r)ldr - k(s)p(s) ) 
o 
Assuming t ~ T < 00, there is a bound Q(T) < 00 
for the last exponential term. This gives d) • 
Remark: It is quite easy to obtain a considerably 
stronger global growth condition on IA(t)u(t)l. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Corollary 1. (Uniqueness) 
If vet) * is absolutely continuous, VI(t) = -A(t)v(t) , 
v(O) = u(O) , then vet) = u(t) where u(t) is the 
solution given in the theorem. 
Proof. The result of Komura [4J , mentioned in 
the proof of Corollary 1.1 , shows vet) satisfies e), 
and therefore f) holds. 
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Corollary 2. If X is uniformly ~onvex then -A(s)u(s) 
is the strong left (resp. right) derivative of u(t) 
at t = s for s E { M - countable set } 
(resp. sEN n N+ n L+ ) • 
Proof. Since R(t) has at most a countable number 
of discontinuities on [O,T)n M, so does t -+ /A(t)u(t) I . 
Therefore by b) and uniform convexity, t -+ A(t)u(t) 
is strongly left continuous on M at all but a 
countable number of points. Since !I'[ has full measure 
we can use e) to obtain the result for the left 
derivative. 
Suppose sEN n N+ n L +. Using c)' , e) and 
uniform convexity, it will be sufficient if we show 
s+h 
Lim ~I S A(t)u(t)dt / ~ /A(s)u(s) / 
h-o+ s 
Now from d): 
s+h ~ 5 R(t)dt" ~ R(s) • 
s 
Taking Lim of 
the left hand side as h ~ 0 and cancelling terms 
(using the fact that p(s+) = pes) ) we obtain 
s+h . 
Liiii k J IA(t)u(t) Idt ~ /A(s)u(s) I 
h-o+ s 
This now gives (3.19), and completes the proof. 
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4. A PRODUCT FORNULA. 
In [5] the product formula 
[net-s)1 
Lim 11 R1/ n (s + i/n) x (4.1) ~ i=o 
is used to construct an evolution operator which 
under certain cond1't1'ons [5, Theorems 3 2 3 3 3 4] . , . , . 
is shown to generate the strong solution of 
u,(t) + A(t)u(t) = 0 u(s) = xED (4.2) 
If {A (t) } satisfies conditions I and II, 
then there is no guarantee that the resolvent 
operators in (4.1) exist , since it may happen 
t)lat q(s + i/n) :=::n, even "for large n. 
(In [5] q ( • ) is assumed to . be constant) 
The step functions gn(t) constructed at the 
beginning of the proof of Theorem 2 were used 
to pick out points in R+ at which q(.) was not 
"too large". It seems reasonable to modify (4.1) 
/ 
by the same technique, and consider the product 
formula 
[n(t-s)1 
U(t,s)x= Lim fT R1/n(gn(s + i/n» x , 
n-ooo 1=0 
xED , t ~ s (4 
I 
Now 
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kin ~ qn(t) = n S q(s) ds 
(k-1)/n (k-1 )/n :::: t < k/ 
Thus for large n, uniformly 
for t in a compact set. Therefore the products 
in (4.3) exist for large n uniformly for 
(t,s) E compact triangle. 
The first problem is to show the limit in 
(4.3) exists for xED. If q(.) were bounded 
and p(.) continuous ~hen (5, Theorem 2.11 would 
be applicable, and moreover the limit vlOuld be 
uniform for (t,s) E compact triangle. vie believe 
these ~xtra conditions on q(.) , p(.) are not 
essential for the result. Rather than demonstrate 
this here we prefer to postpone the proof to 
the more general context of multivalued operators 
on non-reflexive spaces in a seperate paper. 
The second problem is to demonstrate under 
what conditions the operator U(t,s)x does solve 
,the initial value problem (4.2). 
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Theorem 3. Let the conditions of Theorem 2 be 
satisfied. Suppose for some fixed s > 0 the 
operators U(t,s) defined in (4.3) exist, and the 
limit in (4.3) is uniform as t varies over a 
compact set. Suppose t - U(t,s)x is continuous 
for xED. Then U(t,s)x solves the initial value 
problem (4.2).' 
The following elementary lemma is required. 
Lemma 4.1. Y Banach space. x( .) : R .... Y E 
• 
tEn} sequence of intervals such that o E En and 
o # diameter En = m(En) 
-
0 as n - 00. Put 
~ ( t) = m (En) -1 S x ( s ) ds = m(En )-1 r x(s+t) ds 
En+t En 
Then in 1 xn .... x Lloc • 
i.e. SK Ixn(t)-x(t) I dt - 0 for all compact 
intervals K. 
Proof. a.e. 
Let K be any compact interval, and let I be 
another compact interval such that K + UEn C I. 
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Let E be a measurable subset of K. 
~ m(En )-1 J S Ix(s+t)I ds dt E E 
n 
= m(En )-1 S J /x(s+t)I dt ds En E 
~ m(En )-1 S J Ix(t) I dt ds En I = S Ix{t)1 dt<oo I 
The last inequality validates the interchange in 
the order of integration. 
Now given E > 0 there exists ~ = ~ (£) > 0 such 
that Eel, m(E) < 3 implies 
,/ 
J Ix(t)1 dt < £ 
E 
Therefore E C K, m(E) < & implies 
The result then follows from the Vitali Convergence 
Theorem (8, p.1501 • 
'Proof of Theorem 3. (This is a modification of a 
proof given in [5]). 
The case for s > 0 requires only trivial 
modification of the proof given below for s = o. 
Therefore we show U(t,O)u
o 
= u(t), where u(t) 
is the solution of (0.1) given by Theorem 2. 
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Let 
[nt1 . 
~(t) = I:L R1 / n(9n(i/n» Uo 
. '. 
t~o 
For convenience define u(t) = u (t) = u for t < ° 
n 0 
Now choose T <00, and N = N(T) so that if n ~ N 
and ° ~ t ~ T then q(gn(t» < n/2. Then 
Put ~(t) = A(Gn(t»u(t ~ 1/n) + n(u(t - 1/n) - u(t - 2/n» 
Therefore 
Combining (4.4), (4.5) , (4.6) 
where wn(t) = lun(t) - u(t - 1/n) I and 
wn(t) - wet) = lu(t,o)uo - u(t)1 uniformly. 
Integrate inequality (4.7) from ° to t ~ T and 
rearrange 
(4.8) 
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........ , ..... . 
. Now t - 1/n < gn(t), therefore by condition II, 
there exists a constant K such that 
T r IA(gn{s»u(s - 1/n) - A(s - 1/n)u{s ~ 1/n)1 ds 
o 
T ~ K S Ip(gn(s» - pes - 1/n) I ds .... 0 as n"" 00 
o 
Also, by Lemma 4.1 , 
T 1 IUI{S) - n{u(s) - u{s - 1/n» I ds .... 0 
o 
t T 
Therefore ~Ign(s) I ds ~ l Ign{s)1 ds .... 0 
o 0 
as n .... 00. 
kin ~ n J q+(r) dr for (k-1)/n ~ s < kin 
So putting 
(k-1)/n 
s+2/n 
qn ( s ) = n 5 q + ( r) dr 
svo 
q+(gn(s» ~ qn(s - 1/n), and by Lemma 4.1 , 
qn(s) .... 2q+(s) in Lioc. Therefore 
Therefore taking limits in (4.8) 
t 
wet) ~ 45 q+(s)w{s) ds 
o 
o ~ t ~ T 
So by Gronwall's Lemma, wet) = 0, and U(t,O)uo = u{t). 
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Remark 1. An interesting uniqueness result can be 
given as follows: 
Vie first define a set valued left derivative 
of a continuous curve in general Banach space Y. 
Definition If u(.) maps. an open neighbourhood of 
s E R continuously into Y, put 
_n-1 < h < 0 } 
So d -u(s) is a closed convex set (possibly empty). 
The following Lemmas are easy, and vIe leave 
the proofs to the reader. 
Lemma 5 .• 1. If x E 0 -u(s) and * x E Fu(s) then 
lu{s) I ltlu{s) I ~ < x * , x >. 
-( ~- is the lower left-hand Dini derivative) 
Lemma 5 .• 2. If x{.) is a continuous real valued 
:function on an interval in R, and ICx(t) ~ 0 
for all t in a co-countable set, then x(t) is 
non-increasing. 
( [7) has several results of this type) 
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- ... 'Pi-oposi tion 5 .1 ~ If vet) is strongly ".' - .-. continuous in 
x, v(o) = u(O) and -A(t)v(t) E 1-v(t) for all but 
a countable number of points t E R+ then vet) = u(t) 
where u(t) is the solution of (0.1) given in 
Theorem 2. 
Proof. By part c) of Theorem 2. vIe have 
t E M 
It is then easy to show 
-( A(t)u(t) - A(t)v(t) ) E -a-( u(t) - vet) ) 
t E R+- (countable) 
Thus using Lemma 5.1. 
lu(t)-v(t)I Q-Iu(t)-v(t)I ~ - <A(t)u(t)-A(t)v(t) , 
F(u(t)-v(t» > 
~ q(t) lu(t)-v(t) 12 
t E R+- (countable) 
Suppose for some T > 0, veT) -j; u(T). Let (r, T] 
be the largest open interval in [0 , T] on which 
u(t) -j; vet) • By continuity we have u(r) = vCr). Also 
Q-x(t) ~ q(t)x(t), t E ( r , T1 - (countable) 
where x(t) = lu(t)-v(t) I . 
By 
of 
If 
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Proposition 3~1 , at the points of continuity 
pet) 
h-1 t q(t) 
" Lim J q(s)ds fr.o+ t-h 
t 
yet) = exp. - Jq(s)ds then it is easy to see 
0 
Lim h-1 {. yet) - y(i-h) } " -q(t)y(t) 
fr.o+ 
Then 
n-{x·(t)y(t)} " yet) Itx(t) - q(t)x(t)y(t) " 0 
t E ( r , T1 - (countable) 
(We have used here the inequality 
Lim(a. + b.) " Lim a-l + Lim b-l ) 
- ~ ~ -..... ... 
Therefore by Lemma 5.2 ., 
X(T)y(T) " x(r)y(r) = 0 so x(T) = 0 
This contradiction shows that u(t) = vet,) for 
that 
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Remark 2. Consider the following perturbation 
problem. Suppose .A(t) satisfies conditions I,. II. 
What conditions on B(t) guarantee A(t)+B(t) also 
satisfy I, II ? 
Proposition 5.~. Suppose the following hold 
i) .A(t) satisfies I , II. 
ii) For almost all t E: R+ B(t) is q-m-accretive 
with q(B(t» = q,(t) locally integrable. 
iii) Domain B ( t) ::l D 
iv) B(t) satisfies II (It may be assumed .A(t),B(t) 
both satisfy II for the same p(.) and L(.) ). 
v) For each T > 0 there exists K < 1 and 
G : R+ - R+ bounded on' bounded sets such that 
IB(t)vl ~ G( Iv!) + K!.A(t)v! o ~ t ~ T,v E: D (5.1) 
(so B(t) is .A(t) bounded) 
Then .A(t)+B(t) satisfies conditions I, II. 
Proof. 
s 
Clearly q(.A(t)+B(t» ~ q(t) + q'(t) , so I 
holds for A(t)+B(t) if .A(t)+Btt) is q-m-accretive 
I 
whenever .A(t) and B(t) are. For such a t an 
inequality of the type (5.1) (with a different G) 
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holds with A(t) (resp. B(t) ) replaced by A(t)+q(t)I 
(resp. B(t)+q'(t)I). Then by [6, Theorem 10.21 , 
A(t)+B(t)+(q(t)+q'(t»I is m-accretive so A(t)+B(t) 
/ 
is q-m-accretive and has domain D. 
Using (5.1) it is easy to see that IA(s)vl and .c.,: 
IB(s)vl are both smaller than 
(1";'K)-1 ( G( Ivl) + IA(s)v + B(s)vl ) 
It then follows that 
IA(t )v+B(t)v -(A (s)v+B(s)v) I 
~ Ip(t)-p(s)1 L'( Iv) (1 + IA(s)v+B(s)vl) 
o ~ s < t, s ~ T . 
Where L' (r) = 2(1_K)-1 L(r} (1 + G(r». 
So II holds for A(t)+B(t). 
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CFA.PTR'R. II. 
~ In this chapter we study the variational 
equation 
y'(t) +!A(t)(x(t))y(t) = 0 
where x(t) is a solution of «0.1) Chapter I). 
One reason why (0.1) is important is that its 
solutions shOuld give first order approximations 
to solutions of «0.1) Chapter I) under small 
perturbations of initial data. The usual approach 
is to assume conditions strong enough to ensure 
(0.1) has solutions, and then show these 
solutions satisfy the perturbation property. 
(See for example [3 Chapter 4) ). 
In the infinite dimensional case existence 
of solutions of (0.1) seems difficult without 
making unrealistically strong assumptions. (However 
see section 3 of this chapter). We avoid this 
difficulty by changing the classical ~rgument 
as follows. We first assume 1iA(t)x exists in 
a rather weak (Gateaux) sense. We then use 
solutions of (0.1) Chapter I) to construct a 
(0.1 ) 
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linear evolution operator of first order 
variations, This operator may be regarded as 
being the weak solution of (0.1). If (0.1) has 
strong solutions then the "Teak and strong 
solutions coincide. The construction is based on 
Lemma 1.7 which is of some interest in itself • 
.L.. We assume (X, /. /) is a Banach space with 
* uniformly convex dual X. 
Let A be an accretive operator with linear 
dense domain D C X. 
Definition 1.1. A'(u) is said to be the (strong) 
Gateaux derivative of A at u E D if 
i) A' (u) : D - X linear 
ii) If U,v E D then 
I A (u + tv) - Au - A' (u) tv I = 0 ( t ) as t - 0 
An extensive discussion of Gateaux derivatives 
is in [4]. 
Proposition 1.2. If A'(u) exists then it is 
unique and accretive. 
( 1.1) 
( 1 .2) 
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}roof If B is a Gateaux derivative at u then 
I A I (u) tv - Btv I = 0 ( t). So A I (u) = B. 
To show A I (u) accretive vlri te 
t 2< A I (u)v , Fv > = < A I (u)tv , Ftv > 
= - < A(u+tv) - Au - A I (u)tv , Ftv> + < A(u+tv)-Au , Ft"r> 
~ -IA(u+tv) - Au - A' (u)tvl Itvl = 
Dividing by t 2 and letting t ~ 0 we obtain 
< A I (u)v , Fv > > 0 
Corollary 1.3. If A'(u) exists then q(A'(u» ~ q(A). 
Proof A'(u) + qI = (A + qI)'(u) which is accretive. 
Let ~ be a collection of q-m-accretive 
operators with the same linear dense domains D C X. 
Definition 1.4. We say m has uniform Gateaux 
derivatives (~E (U.G.D) if 
i) Each A E ()) has strong Gateaux derivative. 
Ivn-ul-1 I Avn-Au-A '(u) (vn-u) I -+ 0 as n .... 00 
iii) For each compact subset C of D and each 
N < 00 there exists K < 00 depending only on 
C and 1-1 such that if u,v E C , A E 61 and 
IAv I + IAul ~ N then 
I Av-Au-A '(u) (v-u) I ~ K /v-u / 
( 1.3) 
( 1.4) 
( 1 .5) 
iv) For each A,B E 61 and E<oo there exists K<oo 
such that Ix 1+ IAxl < ~1 implies IExl < K. (1.6 ) 
Definition 1.5. A section [0, T] .... {}) . t .... A(t) . 
is said to be a regular control if 
i) x' (t) + A(t)x(t) * = 0 x(s) = x E D ( 1 .7) 0 
has unique IJipschitz continuous solution l(t,s)x
o 
E: D. 
ii)For each M < = there exists K <= such that 
if IXol+IA(s)xol ~ M then 
/ :f (t,s)xo /+ IA(t)l(t,s)xo I ~ K t E [s,T] 
T 
iii) q(A(t» = q(t) and J Iql <= 
o 
Remark Theorem 1 , Chapter I shows that constant 
controls are regular. If for each A,E E ffi there 
exists continuous L(.) such that 
I Ax - Ex I ~ L ( I x I ) (1 + I Ax I ) 
then Theorem 2 , Chapter I shows there are 'plenty' 
of nonconstant regular controls. 
Comparing (1.6) with (1.8) we see that if 
Ai (t) is regular on [O,Ti ] (i=1,2) then 
o ~ t < T1 
( 1 .8) 
(1 .9) 
(1.10, 
A(t) = 
\ Al (t) 
is regular. 
A2(t-T1) T1 ~ t ~ T1 + T2 
In this chapter we work in the class of 
regular controls. This class has solutions \'ihich 
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satisfy the 'nice' properties given in the conclusion 
of Theorem 2 , Chapter I. In particular I(t,G) has 
t 
I,ipschi tz constant exp Sq. 
s 
Lemma 1.6. Let A(t) be regular on [O,T], A(t) E~ E(U.G.L 
Let Eo> 0, [0, £;] ..... D : t ..... x £ strongly continuous and 
(d/dE)X£IE=o = Yo E X exists. Suppose 
t jA(s)x[I.: O~ E ~ to} <co 
Let J;:(t,s) be the solution of (1.7), and set 
YE (t) = E-
1 (':i(t,s)x£ -1: (t,s)x
o
) 
A(t,E) = I y~(t) + A(t) '(~(t,s)xo)y£(t) / 
T 
Then )..(t,£) ... 0 a.e. t E [s,T), )A(t,f.)dt ... 0 as £.1.0. 
s 
Proof If 0 ~ ~ , E' ~ Eo, s ~ t, t' ~ T then 
t' 
l"i(t' ,s)x E' - l(t,s)x f I ~ /x l • - x£lexp S q + Il(t' ,s)x£-s 
I(t,s)xt:1 
Thus the map (0, fJx [s, T] ... D : (t ,t) .. :1 (t , s) X f. 
( 1.1 
is continuous, so C == {J(t,s)xE : 0 ~ (~fo, s ~ t ~ T} CD 
is compact. Also 
t 
/y£(t) I ~ IYf(s)/exp 5 q ... 
s 
If 0 < E ~ fo 
{ 0 if 1. ( t , s ) X E = "i ( t , s) Xo 
as f. J, o. 
=t Iyf(t) III(t,s)X E - I(t,s)Xo ,-11b.(t)I(t'S)XE -
A(t)i(t,s)x
o 
- A(t)'(I(t,s)xo)(I(t~s)xE-l(t,s)xo)j 
otherwise 
By (1.8) ,(1.11) sup 1.A(t)l(t,s)Xfl <00 • 
o :( E :( ~c, 
s :( t :( T 
Thon by ( 1 .:) , A (t ,() ... 0 as (~O a. e. t E: ls, T] • 
T 
By ( 1 .6) and domina ted convergence S). ( t, E.) d t ... o. 
s 
Lemma 1.7. Let {B(t)J s :( t ~ T be any one- parameter 
T 
faJ'D.ily of q(t)-accretive operators such that S Iql < ex,-
S 
For each £ E: (0, ~ <,] let yf..: [s, T} ... X be strongly 
absolutely continuous. Suppose YE(S) ~ Yo and 
T J I y £' (t) + B ( t ) y [ ( t) I d t -. 0 as [ -!, 0 ( 1 • 1 ~ 
s 
Then 
i) yf. (t) ... y(t) uniformly on [s,T], yet) is 
continuous and y(s) = Yo. 
ii) If lYf.. (. )} 0 < E :( Eo also satisfies the conditions 
of this lemma (YE (t) - y(t» then 
t 
Iy(t) - y(t)1 :( IY(s) - y(s)lexp J q 
s 
( 1 • 1 ~ 
Proof Set R(~,~,t) = ly~(t)+B(t)y~(t)1 + lyp(t)+B(t)Y~(t)l. 
T 
Th~n 5 R(~,(3,t)dt -. 0 as d.. ,plo. 
s 
d/dtly~(t)-Yp{t)12 ~ 2 < y~(t)-Yp(t) , F(y~(t)-Yp(t» > 
:( -2 < B(t)y~(t)-B(t)Yr{t),F{y~(t)-y~(t» > 
+ 2Iy~(t)-Yp(t)IR(~,~,t) 
~ 2Iy~(t)-Yp(t) I(q(t) ly~(t)-y~(t)1 + R(~,~,t» 
This gives 
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. T t IY1~"t)-Yf3(t) I ~ (IYclJS)-Y~(S) I+JR(t>(,~,t)dt)expS q (1.14) 
s s 
Taking Yrl =- y ~ we 0 btain t y<A,. (t ) }::./... is Cauchy as 
.J.... '" 0 uniformly for t E: [s,T]. This gives i). To 
obtain ii) let t>(,~- 0 in (1.14). 
It is now easy to prove 
Corollary 1 .8. Let Ds = {Yo E: X : j family or curves 
y(.) satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1.7} and 
define rf(t,s)yo = lim Yt(t). Then 
i) i'(t,s) is well defined on Ds and i'(t,s)D
s 
C Dt 
ii) i' is an evolution operator on [0, T]. 
t 
iii) I·t(t,s)u - 't(t,s)vl ~ lu-vlexp S q 
s 
iv) t -y(t,s)v is continuous on [s,T]. 
Definition. vIe call y the pseudo-solution of 
x'(t) + B(t)x(t) = 0 
It follows directly that if x(t) is 
absolutely continuous and satisfies (1.16) a.e. 
then x(t) =1r(t,s)x(s). So ntrong solutions of 
(1.16) are pseudo-solutions. 
Theorem 1.9. Suppose A(t) is a regular control or 
~ E: (U.G.D). Then corresponding to each solution 
of u'(t) + A(t)u(t) ! 0, u(O) = U
o 
E: D on [O,T] 
there exists a unique evolution operator 
(1 .15 
( 1 .16 
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~(t,s) E L(X) 0 ~ s ~ t ~ T such that 
t 
i) "t{t,s) 'IJ(X) ~ exp S q 
s 
ii) t -i'(t,s)x is continuous for all x E X, 
iii) Suppose [0, f.J- D : f. ... u £. strongly continuous , 
U o -- u ( s ), 1 I A ( s ) u (I : 0 ~ f. ~ f. o} < 00 and 
Yo = (d/ddu~lf=O· Let uf{t) be the solution 
of ut(t) + A(t)u(t) ! 0, u(s) = u E • Then 
uniformly for t E (s,T1. 
iv) ~ is the pseudo-solution of 
Xl (t) + A(t) I (ult) )x(t) = 0 
Proof Set B(t) = A(t)'(u(t») in Lemma 1.7 and 
let ~(t,s) be the evolution operator constructed 
in Corollary 1.8. Let Yo E D and set 
U ( = u(s) + [Yo E D. 
By (1.2), IA(s)u(1 is bounded for 0 ~ [~ Eo 
where fo is sufficiently small> O. Also 
by Lemma 1.6 , 
satisfies the conditions 
of Lemma 1.7. So Yo E Ds and D CDs. 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
Now let vi E Ds , d....i scalar (i=1,2). Let y~{t) 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1.7 and y~{s) i -v. 
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Then by linearity of B(t) , ~ ~iy;(t) also 
~ 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1.7. Therefore 
E ~ii't t,s)vi = lim E ~iyi( t) = i'(t ~s)E I;)/...~i 
~-i-O t 
So Ds is a vector s/space of X and'V(t,s) is 
linear. 110reover , by (1.15) , 
t 
ly(t,8)V I ~ Iv lexp5 q , for vE Ds • s 
yet,s) can now· be extended to all X since D , 
and therefore Ds , is dense in x. 
Parts ii),iii) of the theorem now follow 
directly from Lemma 1.6 and Corollary 1.8. 
~ In this section we study the effect of 
perturbations of a regular control. It is not 
altogether straightforeward, and we have to 
assume X is uniformly convex. 
It is feasable to write an expression for 
the general form of a perturbed control. It is 
rather complicated and not really necessary. To 
see how complicated it can be we refer the 
reader to [O,pp.84]. 
\'!e now must assume the following 
i) ( X*) X as well as is unifornU.y convex 
ii) (HE (U.G.D) 
iii) A(t) is a regular control. 
For convenience we make the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. Let y E X. Suppose there exist 
regular controls . \ time3 t ( (0 < £ < tt» and 
such that 
i) for some c:J... 
x£ (t) x' (t) + A f(t)x(t) * ii) The solutions of = 0 
x(O) = Xo E D have the property 
xE(t~) :::: x(t) + £y + O(E) 
iii) { IAE(t)x£(t) I . o ~ t ~ t £ , 0 < f < t~} < 00 . 
Then we say y is realizable at t (by {A( , t E } ) • 
If in addi tion =3 S > 0 such that 
unif. 0" }.. < ~ 
~ _ y(t-~) is strongly conti~uous; then we say 
y is locally realizable. 
Remark. 0 is locally realizable at t > O. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Lemma 2.2. Let A > O. If Y is locally realizable 
at t and t is Lebesque point of t ~ A(t)x(t) 
then y + AA(t)x(t) is realizable at t. If Y 
is realizable at t then so is y - ABx (t) VB E G-'\, 
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Proof Suppose y locally realizable at t by 
-- x( t-),.E) + t Y + 0 ( t) 
But, since t is a Lebesque point 
x ( t- A f:) = x ( t) + £),. A ( t) x ( t) + 0 ( t ) 
Adding (2.9), (2.10) we see y + >-A(t)x(t) is 
'" Now suppose y only realizable. Set t f = tf+AE 
be the semi-group of 
* solutions of x'(t) + Bx(t) = O. Then by 
Corollary 2 , Section 2 , Chapter I. 
1 B (A f. ) x ( t) = x ( t) - X E Bx ( t) + 0 ( E ) 
(It is here we need X uniformly convex). Also by 
Theorem 1.9 there exists continuous z(s) such that 
uniformly for s ~ 0, and ztO) = y. Therefore 
XE(t E ) = IB().E)x£(t[) =lBC~£)x(t) + £z(}..~) + o(e.) 
= x ( t) + f (y - A Bx ( t» + 0 ( E ) 
Therefore Y - ).13x( t) is realizable by fAIC ( .), t t} • 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
(2.10; 
Lemma 2.3. Let C(t) be the convex cone generated by 
:= f {-Bx{ t) Z{t) t-Bx{t) B EG-lJ U {A{t)x{t)} B E~J t > 0 L-point othervTise 
Suppose y is locally realizable at t (by {A[,t(J). 
Then all points in y + C(t) are realizable at t. 
Proof Let z E Y + C{t). Then 
Z := y + A A ( t ) x ( t) 
Ei ther ).. = 0 or 
n 
- L: A.B.x(t) 
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t is IJ-point 
>.. > 0 , >... > 0 , B
1
. E Ij\ • 
- 1 
of A(t)x(t). 
By the previous lemma y + AA{t)x(t) is realizable. 
Then again by the same lemma y + )"A(t)x{t) - AnBnx{t) 
is realizable, and so on, to give z realizable. 
Lemma 2.4. Let y be realizable at s < t1 by 
Proof 
By Theorem 1.9, if 0 ~ ).. ~ t1 - S 
x(t(-.,\) = ids(+t1-A-S) := 1 (t1->.,S)Xl(sd 
= ! (t1-.,\,s)x(s) + ft(t 1->.,s)y + O(E) 
= x ( t 1 - A) + £ "" ( t 1 - A, S ) y + 0 ( ~ ) 
Since A -+ 't{t 1-A,S)y is continuous, -t(t1 ,s)y is 
locally realizable at t 1 • 
(2. 11 
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Lemmas 2.3 , 2.4 and a simple induction gives 
Theorem 2.5. Each element of the COllvex C01l2 K(t) 
generated by o~'d~t -y(t,s)Z{s) is l~ealizable at t, 
where Z(s) is defined in (2.11). 
Remark x{t) + K(t) lies in the 't.angent cone of 
attainability'. 
~ In this section we briefly consider the 
problem of when a pseudo-solution of the variational 
equation is a strong solution. Since a strong 
solution is a pseudo-solution, we need only 
consider the problem of existence of strong 
solutions. We make the following assumptions. 
i) tAl E: (U.G.D) 
ii) For each u E: D either A'(u) is closed, or, 
more generally, A'{u) is closable and the 
"'-' 
closure has domain D independent of u. (3.2) 
iii) IA'(u)x - A'(v)xl ~ lu-vIL( IUI+lvl+IAul+IAvl) IA'(u)xl (3.3' 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose (3.1),(3.2),(3.3) hold. Let 
x(t) 
Then 
* be the solution of x'(t) + Ax(t) = 0 , x(O) = Xo E: D. 
* y'(t) + A'(x(t»y(t) = 0 roJ yeO) = y E: D o 
has unique Lipschitz continuous solution. 
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I.J:roof We show IA'(x(t» : t ~ OJ satisfies the 
conditions of Th~orem 2 , Chapter I. 
Since x(t) is Lipschitz continuous, (3.3) 
shows there exists a constant K such that 
I A I (x ( t) ) x - A' (x (s ) ) x I ~ K I t-s II A ' (x ( s) ) x I o ~ s < t ~ T (3.5 
It remains to show A'(u) is q-m-accretive. 
By Corollary 1.3, A'(U) is q(A)-accretive, so 
for small enough .A> 0, I + )..A'(u) has a continuous 
inverse which is closed since A'(u) closed. 
Therefore (see for example [5,pp178}) I + AA'(u) 
has closed range. 
We now show the range is dense. If not 
then by the Hahn-BanRch Theorem there exists 
* * * x EX, Ix I = 1 such that 
< (I + A A' (u)x , x * > = 0 for all x E: D 
Since X reflexive there exists x EX, Ixl = 1 
* and < x,x > = 1. Let 0 < P <1. Then since I + 'AA 
is surjective there exists xf E D such that 
(I + )'A)(u + X,.) - (I + ).A)u = fx 
IXpl = 1(1+)'A)-1(I+AA)(U+Xf)-(I+~A)-1(I+AA)ul ~ Kf 
,\'There K is the Lipschitz constant of (I+>.A)-1 
(3.6) 
(3.7) shows 11~ (u + xf) I is bounded , and (3.8) 
shOrTS u + xr -+ u as f -> O. So by ( 1 .4) and (3.8) 
IA(u + xp) 
- Au - A' (u) x{' I = o(f) as f.\.O 
Then by (3.6) 
* * f = <fx,x > = «I+AA) (u+xr)-(I+AA)u-(I+}.A' (u) )xp,x > 
by (3.9) • 
Dividing by f gives 1 ~ o( 1). So I + AA' (u) is 
surjective. The proof is complete. 
It may be worth noting that Theorem 3.1 
doesn' t fit the standard conditions \'lhich are 
usually assumed for the existence of linear 
evolution operators (A'(u) does not generate an 
analytic semi-group).From an extensive literatlITC 
see for example {1] or t21. 
!. In all this Chapter we have been concerned 
with the linearization of (1.7). Theorem 1.9 gives 
conditions under which the 'classical theory' holds 
in infinite dimensions. Not much research seems to 
have been done on this problem (in fact we don't 
have any references), the probable reason being 
that existence theory for abstract nonlinear partial 
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differential equations is still in its infancy. 
However this problem has been studied for particular 
important equations with rather suprising results. 
Dr. Pironneau recently communicated to me the 
following 'non-classical' phenomenon. The formal 
variational equation of the Navier-Stokes equation 
has weak solutions, but these solutions do not 
appear to give first order approximations to 
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation (presumably 
in any 'reasonable' topology). It seems hopeless in 
this situation to try to obtain any of the 
classical optimization results in control theory. 
We should remark that· although we have worked 
with the strong topology of X throughout this 
Chapter it is possible to use weaker topologies. 
We have proved an analogue to Theorem1.9 using 
the weak topology. The easential difference is that 
a 'weak version' of (1.2),(1.4),(1.5) is assumed 
and then a 'weak,.:...version' of (1.18) is obtained • 
.. 
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CHAI'TER 111 
o. It is the purpose of this chapter to apply 
the results of Chapter II to obtain some maximum 
principles. It is not our intention to obtain the 
most generality possible, but rather to demonstrate 
a methl'd, which, we hope, has vlider applicability 
to nonlinear optimisation problems. 
Section 1 demonstrates a rather pleasing 
controllability property of accretive operators. 
Section 2 formulates an abstract separation theorem. 
This contains the 'kernel' of an idea in r21.+ 
However our argument is much simpler than {21, 
and in particular we don't require the 'tangent 
cone of attainability' to have interior pOint. 
Paper (2) demonstrates an abstract maximum 
prinCiple for evolutionary systems in Banach space. 
However it seems to contain many obscurities; 
see for example Avner Friedman's comments in f)1. 
One proposition which is assumed without proof 
is the following: If U is the open unit ball 
in Banach space X, S : [0,11 x u - X : (t,x) -+ St(x). 
St is a homeomorphism from U to St(U) , 
+ I shou.ld like to thank my Supervisor for 
initiating my interest in this paper. 
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St(U) open , t ... St(x) is continuous and S :; idU• 0 
Then there exists £>0 such that 0 E n St(U). o:;;;t:;;; ~ 
The Browder fixed point theorem show·s this is 
true if " is finite dimensional. "Ie do not rnovl ~-
if it is true in infinite dimencions. It might 
seem Bessaga's Theorem , see for example [4], 
would supply fi counterexample but "lve have been 
* unable to show this. 
In Section 3 we prove two maximum principles 
with fixed end':::point. In the first the 'time' at 
which the end-point is attained is not fixed. In 
the second it is. Egorov [11 , \21 only considered 
the first case. An elementary but important 
example is given in Section 4. 
* I should like to thank Dr. David Elwurthy for 
suggesting I look at Bessaga's Theorem. 
section 
1. In this A we prove a controllabili ty condition 
for accretive operators. It is based on the 
following observation. If q(.) in Theorem 2 (f) 
Chapter I has integral - = on [O,T] then all 
solutions merge together from whatever their 
initial pOint. 
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Proposition 1.1. I,et B be m-accret:i..ve wi th 
domain D. Let x1 E D and suppose z'(t) + Bz(t) = 0 , 
z(O) = x1 has solution z(t) on the non-trivial 
interval [-'t,01. (vie do not assume backward 
uniqueness, only loeal backward existence). Then 
x'(t) + Bx(t) - t-1 (x(t) - z(t) ! 0 
x(s) = Xo ED, -';:;;;s<O 
has (unique) Lipschitz continuous solution x(t) 
on [s,O) such that 
i) It 1-1 Ix(t) - z(t) I :;;; Is 1-1 Ixo - z(s) I 
ii) lx' (t) I ~ Is 1-1 t It II:'?:' (s) I + Klt-s I 
where K is d~fined in (1.5). 
,Proof First observe that if s < £. <0 then , 
since z(t) is Lipschitz continuous , (1 .1) 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 , Chapter I 
on [s, EJ • If Xo = z(s) then ( 1.1) , (1 .2) has 
solution z(t). Therefore by Theorem 2(f) , Chapter I 
t 
Ix(t) - z(t) I :;;; Ix - z(s)lexp J dU/u • 
o s 
Integrating gives (1.3). Letting E~O shows 
x(t) ~ z(O) = x1 as ttO. Thus x(t) can be defined 
by continuity on [s,O]. 
"-.. :--'i-
(1.1 ) 
(1 .2) 
( 1.3) 
( 1.4) 
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To obtain an estimate for the Lipschitz 
constant of x(t) ~t is sufficient to obtain an 
essential bound of x'(t). Such ~n est·mate ·s u, 1 1 
given in Theorem 2(d) , Chapter I, but in this 
case it turns out to be too weak. We therefore 
proceed with a direct computation. 
Fix small h > 0 and let s ~ t < t+h < O. 
Let K1 be the Lipschitz constant for z(t) on 
(-~,O) and set yet) = x(t+h) - x(t). Then using (1.3) 
(d/dt) Iy(t) 12 = 2 < x'(t+h) - x'(t) , Fy(t) > 
! -2 < Bx(t+h)-Bx(t),Fy(t) > + 2t-1< y(t)-z(t+h)+z(t),Fy(t) > 
+2( (t+h)-1_ t-1 } < x(t+h) - z(t+h) , Fy(t) > 
~ 21tl-1 t-Iy(t) 12 + hK1Iy(t) II 
+21 (t+h)-1_t -1 Ilt+hlls 1-1 Ixo-z(s) Ily(t) 1 
(d/dt) Iy(t) I ~ It 1-1 i-Iy(t) l+hK1 f + hlst 1-1 1xo - z(s) I 
(d/dt) It 1-1 Iy(t) 1 ~ hK1 It (2 + hlst2 1-1 Ixo - z(s) 1 
Integrating from s to t 
Dividing by h and letting hlo gives (1.4) with 
z(s) I 
Remark 1.2. If B is q-m-accretive and q(B) > 0 
then (1.3),(1.4),(1.5) need slight modification. This 
does not affect the result of the next Corollary. 
?Q 
-.J 
Corollery 1.3. Suppose, in addition to the 
conditions of Proposition 1.1 , z' (0) exists. Let S> 0. 
Then there exists open set U in X and open interval 
J C (- ~,o) such that if (x,t) E U (\ D x J and 
0< >-. ~ 1 then xi + )..x is steered by ( 1 • 1 ) along 
x(t) to xi in 'time' interval rAt,O] and moreove:r 
Is-1 (x(s) - z(s») I < ~ At ~ s ~ ° 
1 x( s) - xi I < S , , 
Proof (1.6) shows that 
So, by choosing J sufficiently close to 0, 
(1.7) is autcmatically satisfied. It remains to 
~find U and J to satisfy' (1.6). 
Let B(s) be the open ball centre z(s) , 
radius ~ I s I. Then by (1 .3) each point of B(s)nD 
is steered by ( 1.1) to x1 along x(t) E B(t) 
( s ~ t < ° ) . Now 
z(s) = x 1 + sz'(O) + o(lsl) 
Let U(s) be the open ball centre sz' (0) 
~lsl/2. Then for some So E (-S,O) , 
x + U(s) C B(s) 1, for all s E [so,O). 
, radius 
( 1 .6) 
(1. 7) 
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Then it is easy to see u = n u(s). 
so~S~s1 
It is now a trivial verification to sho~ U, J 
satisfy our requirements. 
~. In this section we use some of the jargon 
of control theory. 
we say admissible control 
c(t) steers Xo to x 1 (i~ time interval [s,t]) if 
the corresponding adinissible trajectory x(t) (assumed 
unique) with initial point Xo = xes) has end-point 
x1 = x(t). If c i steers x. to xi+1 in tilne l. 
interval [ti ,ti +11 (i = o,q then we assume the 
'compound' control is admissible and steers xo to 
X2 (via x 1 ) in time interval [to' t21 • 
Suppose to each admissible control c(t) (on (s,t) 
and corresponding admissible trajectory x(t) there 
is an ~ssociated cost functional which has the form 
FO( x(.),c(.) 
t 
) = j fO ( x ( u) , C ( u) ) d u (2.1 ) 
s 
Thus we can define admissible trajectories in 
,w t 
fO(x(u) ,c(u) )du X = R x X by t ... ( 1 ' x(t) ) 
s 
Fix Xo , x 1 E D C X. Let A (the set of 
attainability) be the points in D to which xo can 
.., 
be steered. Define A in X to be the points to 
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which (O,xo ) can be steered. Let A. be the set of 
points in X lihich can be steered to If x E l\. 
define 
f(x) = inf { FO(x(.),c(.)) : c steers x to x1 (2.2) 
Suppose the fo11ovling attainability condition holds: 
There exists an open set U in J: such that 
0<).<1 (2.3) 
1:.'ithout loss in generality we can assume U bounded, 
convex and o ¢ U. 
tV 
vie say cone C with vertex 0 in X is open 
if C t 01 is an open set. We say the ray 
,.... ,..., 
IX+AY : A:;:: o} in X is tangent to A if for ea0h 
open cone C (vertex 0) containing y and each 
neighbourhood U of O. 
(x + C n (U - to})) nAt ~ (2.4) 
(this is the geometric interpretation of the usual 
analytic definition). 
'" Lemma 2.1. Let 1 be the ray {(->.,O): A:;:: oJ in X. 
optimality condi tion) . Let K be a convex cone 
,v (xo ,x1) + K (vertex 0) in X such that each ray of 
I'V defined is tangent to A. I,et U be the open set 
in (2.3) and ,., = U AU. 
0<'\<1 
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Let C = {( - A, ).~l): ~::: O} . So C is an open convex 
cone and 1 C OC. Then K n c = lO}. 
IToof Suppose the contrary that K n C contains 2. 
ray. Then since C is open, we obtain from (2.4) 
for some )..€ (0,1) , w € '.1. But then w = flu for 
some ~ € (0,1) , u € D. ,..., Since y € A , 
Then by (2.3) x 1 + '>-..f'-u E 1\ and f(X 1+>.y.u) ~ Af- < A. 
Therefore y = (XO-A,X 1+).jlu) is steerable to (x
o
--E,x1 ) 
for some E > O. This contradicts the optimality 
assumption. 
Proposition 2.2. If the conditions of Lemma 2.1 
* * y*) * * -* hold then there exists Y1 = (Yo € R x X IV X , 
such that * Yo ~ 0 and < z 
* 
, Y1 >~ 0 for all z € K. 
Proof By standard separation theorems (see for 
(Nirenberg * "'* example 7 J pp13)) there exists Y1 € X 
such that 
for all z € K , u € C 
Since o € K , lce, * -'Ay o for all )..::::: O. 
Therefore * ~ = 0 ,y ~ O. o 
Remark It is clear that this result can be 
proved under more general conditions. In particular 
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X could be any locally convex space. EOliever by 
taking a weaker topology on X (for instance the 
weak topology) ass,~ption (2.3) becomes stronger. 
It is also clear that x 1 could be replaced 
by any closed convex 'target set' , and one would 
obtain the usual transvercality condition. If the 
target set also contained an interior point then 
condition (2.3) is automatically satisfied • 
.:2.. vie apply Proposition 2.2 to systems discussed 
in Chapter II. 
* Let X,X be uniformly convex Banach spaces, 
G\ E (U.G.D) 
Definition 3.1. We call a section [o,Tl- ~ : t - A(t) 
an admissible control if [O,T' (<T)1 .... ~ :t .... A(t) 
is regular. 
Notice that a regular control followed by an 
admissible control is admissible and that a 
regular control is admissible 
Definition 3.2. 
on [O,T] we say 
If A (t) 
x( t) is 
is 
an 
but not conversely. 
an admissible control 
admissible trajectory if 
x,(t) +,A(t)x(t) = ° a.e. t E[O,T] and x(t) is 
Lipschitz continuous on [O,T]. 
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RGmark Since A(t) is regalar on [O,T' (<T)] vle 
know x(t) is Lipschitz on [O,T'1. However the 
Lipschi tz constant may bloVl up to + ex> as T' t T. 
Let fO: X x <fl - Rand suprose fO(x,A) and 
the Frechet derivative (d/ox)fo(x,A) are continuo~s 
in the first variable. Consider the system 
* (d/dt)x(t) = - A(t)x(t) 
in X = R x X , A(t) is reb~ar control. 
Let 1'( t, s) be the pseudo-solution of 
(d/dt)y(t) + A(t)'(x(t))y(t) = 0 
as shoiill to exist in Chapter II, Theorem i. 9. 
Then the variational operator for (3.1),(3.2) has 
matrix form 
't°(t,s) \ 
't( t, s) J 
t ~(t,s) = 5 (%x)fo(x(>-),A(>.)o"¥-(>.,s)d).. 
s 
Theorem 3.3. (Maximum Principle) 
Let * X , X be uniformly convex Banach spaces , 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
J(\ C (U G D) x x r D Suppose there exists B E ()1 lTJc. •• , 0' 1 c. • 
such that 
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i) ( ) ( , * z' t + Bz t, = ° , has solution on 
[-L,O] differentiable at t = o. 
ii) There exists S > ° such that B + h (i.e. the 
operator x -+ Ex + h ) E ~ for all I h I < ~ , 
and f O(x,]3 -I- h) < M < 00 for all Ix - x 1 I < ~ and 
I hi < ~. ('\Vi thout loss in generality we may 
assume .s < M-1 ). 
Suppose amongst all admissible controls A(t) , 
steering Xo to x 1 by (3.2) along an admissible 
trajectory, there is an optimal control l(t) defined 
on (O,T]. That is to say itT) = x1 and XO(T) is 
minimized. Suppose A is regular. Then ther8 exists 
* * * * * ~* Y1 = ( yo(~O) , Y ) E R x X ~ X such that if 
* * H (z, t) = < z ,'t1 (T, t) y 1 > (3.6) 
then 
H( (fo(x(t) ,A) ,-Ai(t)) , t ) ~ ° 
for all t E [0, T), A E ~ • 
Noreover equali ty holds ii"J. (3.7) for almost all t 
if A = It t). 
Proof Using Theorem 2.5 in Chapter II set K to be 
the convex cone generated by (
fO(i(t) ,A) 1 
1'"1 (T,t) _() 
-Ax t 
and if t is Lebesque }:,oint of 
i 
~l~() jol1clude the vectors 
l-fO (x (t) ,I (t)) \ ~ (T,t) ) 1 A(t)x(t) 
Then each ray of (iO(T),x1 ) + K is tangent to the 
"'" ~ 
set A in X 1'lhich are reachable by regv~ar controls. 
Using the S (given in hypothesis ii)) in 
Corollary 1.3. we obtain open set U ex, such that 
(1.1) steers x1 + ~x E x 1 + ~U n D along x(t) to x1 
in time interval [)..to,01c[-}..~ ,01, 
Let u(t+E) = -t-1(x(t)-z(t)). Then * x'(t) + Bx(t) + u(t) = 0 
steers x1 + AX to x1 in time interval IS+Ato ,s1. 
By (1.6) , lu(t) I < ~ so B + u(t) ER. By (1.4) , x(t) 
is Lipschitz continuous. Therefore u(t) is Lipschitz 
continuous on [S + Xt
o
,SI(<s)l, and so, by Theorem 2 
Chapter I, B + u(t) is an' admissible control (but 
not necessarily regular) and x(t) is an admissible 
trajectory. Noreover 
• 
B 
S fO (x ( t ) ,B + u ( t ) ) d t < A I t I r,: < >. ~ r,1 < A 
o S+ Ato 
so U satisfies (2.3). 
The Theorem now follow's from Proposition 2.2 , 
and the observation that 
a.e. t E[O,Tl. 
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Theorem 3.4. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 
hold and A(t) is optimal amongst controls steering 
Xo to x1 in the given time interval {O,T] (i.e. we 
now fix T as well as x1 ). Then 
H( (fo(:i(t) ,A) ,-Ax(t» , t. ) ~ 
H( (fo(x(t),I(t»,-A(t)x(t» , t ) ! C = const. (3.8) 
'" Proof Adjoin the time coordinate to X, so 
X becomes R x X x R. The variational operator 
becomes 
t<' 
Yl = U n "Y 0 
For the set U we take U x J as constructed in 
Corollary 1.3. Applying Theorem 3.3 we obtain 
* H( (fo(x(t),A),-Ax(t» , t ) + t ~ 0 * for some t E R 
H( (fo(x(t),A(t»,-I(t)x(t» , t ) + t* ; 0 
~. We apply Theorem 3.4 to the following 
standard example. 
Let * X , X be uniformly convex Banach spaces. 
Let A be q-m-accretive on D ex, and suppose 
A satisfies conditions (1.3),(1.4),(1.5) of 
Chapter II. Let...n be the closed unit ball in X. 
Then I A + u u E.n } E (U. G • D) • 
Consider the I control system 
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'+ 
x'(t) + Ax(t) = u(t) E n x(O) = Xo E D 
and quad~ratic cost functional 
T 
j lu(t) 12 + oZlx(t) 12 dt (0/,. :::: 0 ) 
o 
Let x 1 E D be the target point and suppose 
x'(t) + Ax(t) = 0 x(O) = x 1 
(4.1 ) 
has local backward soluti_on differentiable at t = C. 
Let x(t) be the trajectory for optimal (regular) 
control u(t) on lO,T1(T fixed). 
Let i'" be the pseudo-solution of 
y'(t) +A'(i(t»)y(t) = 0 
By direct computation (3.5) becomes 
o t * T (t,s)y = j < y , 2C("f (A,s)Fx(>') > dA 
s 
F is the duality map ",;'lhich is bijective since 
* X,X are uniformly convex. All the assumptions of 
Theorem 3.4 are satisfied so from (3.8) we obtain 
*( 2 - 2 Yo lui + lilx(t) I ) 
* * * V (t) = 't (T,t)y + 
and eq~ality holds 
+ < -Ax(t) + u , V*(t) > ~ C 
* T * 2cJ..y S 1r (>. , t) Fx (>-) d}. 
o t 
a.e. in (4.4) if u'= u(t). 
If z =t= 0 write' z"= z/Iz!. 
u(t) ~ F-1 (V*(t)A 
* If Yo = 0 then (4.4) gives 
(4.6) 
* - * * * * IV (t) I - < Axtt),V (t) > = C = Iy 1- < Ax1 ,y > 
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Now suppose * Yo < o. Then by homogeneity we may 
* assume Yo = -1/2. Then by (4.4) 
u(t) : ~F-1(V*(t»~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 1 
and >.. maximizes 
- * So A= IV (t)II\1 
u ( t) ! <I V * ( t) I. " 1) F-1 (V * ( t »" (4.8) 
The condition that u(t) is a boundary control is 
* Yo = 0 or 
* Yo = -1/2 and 
* * T * If (T,t)y - ~S 't" (A,t)Fx(A)dAI > 1 (4.9) 
t 
which implies ly*1 ~ 1 
• 
2- The maximum theorems in section 3 are not as 
satisfactory as we might wish. The problem is that 
. we were not able to steer from an open set to 
the target point by a regular control, only by 
an admissible control but Theorem 1.9 Chapter II 
is only valid for a regular control. Until more 
powerful 1 controllability results than Corollary 1.3 
are obtained for nonlinear dissipative systems this 
problem will prob~bly remain unresolved. 
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So far we have completely ignored the question 
of existence 'of optimal controls. This problem has 
been very sucessfully tackled by Lions in [6]0 His 
technique is standard in that he takes a minimizing 
sequence of controls and then using sequential 
compactness shows that a subsequence converges to an 
optimal control. However it seems hard to topologize 
the set of controls which generate strong solutions 
in a suitable way. Lions considered weak solutions , 
and then completeness of the space of controls is 
usually self evident. 
It may be possible to bring together existence 
of optimal control and the· maximum principle by 
considering product integral representations of 
solutions. If u(t) is Riemann integrable then the 
results of the next Chapter show solutions of (4.1) 
have a product integral representation 
x(t) = Lim 
Il-tco 
i~ (I + (t/n)A)-1( • + (t/n)u(it/n)) Xo 
Thus it seems worthwhile to consider the 
variational properties ot' expressions like (5. 1 ). 
That is to say , when 
(5.1) differentiable? 
is the map x - x(t) o in 
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CHAPTER IV 
0. Introduction. In Crandall and Pazy (2J the 
evolution equation 
u'(t) + A(t)u(t) 3 ° 
u(s) = x 
s =:;;; t =:;;; T 
on Banach space X is considered. 
} 
We assume the same conditions on the maps 
x - A(t)x as t2] (see A1 , A2, A3 in section 2 ). 
In [21 the maps t - A(t)x are cond:..tioned as follO\1S 
c1) IIJ(t,A)X - J(s,>')xll =:;;; A Ilf(t)-f(s) IIL( Ilxll) 
where L: [0,=) - [0,=) is monotone increasing, 
and f is X valued and continuo~. 
In this paper vle show C1) can be weakened. 
vIe give analogous results for the more interesting 
condition C2) elsevlhere. 
Although it is often natural, when considering 
concrete examples, to assume f is X valued ; 
it is easy to see that all the proofs in [2J 
still go through without modification if f takes 
(0.1) 
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values in any Banach space Y. It is particularly 
interesting to take Y = e [O,T] and 
f(t)(s) 
where ~ > O. 
= { 
o 
~ 
It-sl 
s ~ t 
s > t 
Then Ilf(t) - f(s)11 > ~ I~-sl and f 
is continuous. Therefore all the results of (2] 
hold if e1) is replaced by the .. Holder continuity 
condition 
e.( . 
IIJ(t,A)X - J(s,A)xll ~~It-sl L(llxll) ~>O 
Remark. It is a consequence of the Demjoy-
Y01.'..l1g-Saks Theorem [7 , P.181 that if cJ.. < 1 then 
no real valued continuous f satisfies 
tl( 
If (t ) -f (s) I ~ I t-s I • 
Some while ago we shovled (not published) 
that the proofs in [2] can be adapted to the 
case f has bounded variation but is not necessarily 
continuous (how'ever see (51). T:le now shm{ Riemann 
integrability of f is sufficient. 
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The role of f in C1) is to generate an 
interval function I(s,t) = I If(s)-f(t)1 I. Interval 
functions and their Riemann integrals are discusced 
in section 1. It might seem that using an interval 
function I instead of f in C1) 'iiould produce 
further generality. It turns out this is not the 
case. If interval function I satisfies our 
hypotheses, then there always exists a Riemann 
integrable , Banach space valued f such that 
I(s,t) ~ II f (s) -f (t) II (see Lemma 1 • 1 and Remark 4.2). 
The theorems of this paper are stated in 
section 4. In section 5 the basic existence result 
is proved. It is stronger than [2, Theorem 2.1 J. 
The appendix is self contained. 
&'6 
1. Riemann Integrals. There are several 
possible definitions for the Riemann integral of 
a Banach space valued curve. The one we use is 
as follows. 
DEFINITION. 
be a partition of [O,T], 10-1 = maxlt. - t. 1 I. 1 1-
Let ,! i ' !' i E: [t i _1 , ti1· Then f is said to 
be Riemann integrable on [O,T 1 if the directed 
limit 
(1 .1) 
In 1vhich case 
! f(t)dt = 
DEFINITION. A (real valued) interval 
function I on [O,T] is any real valued map 
with Domain(I) = {subintervals of [O,T]} / ~ 
where nJ identifies intervals with t~e sarno 
end-points. 
If P is a subinterval of [O,T] with 
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end-points a < b, then by abuse of notation 
we write I{P) = I{a,b) = I{b,a). 
DEFINITION. Interval function I is said to 
be Riemann integrable on [O,TJ if the directed 
limit on partitions <:r of [O,T] , Lim L: I{P) I crj .... 0 PE: 0- , 
exists and is finite. 
If f is Riemann integrable and I(t,s) = 
Ilf{t) - f(s) II then (1. 1 ) shmis the interval function 
P- IpII(P) has Riemann integral zero. This has 
a converse. Define HI(P) = sup { I{Q) : Q C P } 
and consider the condition 
I(s,t) ~ I(s,r) + I{r,t) ° ~ r,s,t ~ T 
Let BrO,T] be the Banach space of bounded 
functions on [O,T]. 
LEI'In.!\. 1. 1 • If interval function I is 
positive, satisfies (*) and IpII(p) has Riemann 
integral zero then there exists a Riemann 
inteGrable B[0,T1 valued f such that 
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I ( s , t) ~ In ( s , t) = 1 I:L ( s) - f ( t) 1 1 • 
Proof. r.2o shm'l I bounded choose b > 0 
such that if 1(3"1 ~ & then 2: 1 P 1 I (1') ~ 1. Let 
PEo-
Q be any interval and choose a partition ~ of 
Q such that if P E ('S" then &/2 "IQI ~ Ipl ~ g. 
Then by (*) 
IQII(Q) ~ IQI ~ I(P) ~ IQI(s/2 "IQI)-1 }; IpII(P) 
PE (S"' PE~ 
< 2T~-1 " 1 < 00 
j 
Therefore if I Q I 2: T/3 then I (Q) ~ n < 00. If Q 
has end- points t,s then at least one of the 
follovTing hold: (a) I t-s I 2: T/3 , (b) 1 t I , I s I > T/3 
(c) IT-tl, IT-si > T/3. Therefore by (*) , 
I(Q) ~ 2IvI < 00. 
Cl early I ~ r.n and HI has the same 
bound as I. It is easy to see 1:1 satisfi8s (*). 
Now· ~ IpIHI(p) decreases under refinement 
PEa-
of cs- . Therefore, by Darboux Theorem (see for . 
example [ 4, pp • 32] ), IpIEI(P) is Riemann intpsrable. 
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Let F(t) be the indefinite integral. ~~en F(t) 
is Lipschitz continuous, and by [7,pp.23] 
F' (t) = Lim In (p t ) a.e. t E [O,T] (P t is any 
interval cont~ining t and the limit is taken 
as IPtl ~ 0). Since IpII(P) has zero indefinite 
Riemann int egral, the same theorem ShOllS 
Lim I(Pt ) = 0 a. e. t 
Let t be any 
limits exist , and 
NI(r ) = sup { I(r,s) 
n 
E [O,T] • 
point w·here both these 
put P = [t - 1/n n , t }-. 
t - 1/n ~ r < s ~ t 
Then 
~ 2sup {I(::;,t) t -1/n ~ s ~ t by (*). 
Therefore IH(P
n
) -+ 0 as n ... 00. So ?' (t) = () 
a.e. t E [O,T]. Since F(O) = 0, F(t) = 0 and 
IpIIU(P) has Riemann integral zero. To complete 
the proof put 
{ 
0 
f(t)(s) = 
HI(t,s) 
s ~ t 
s > t 
Then since HI satisfies (-*), Ilf(t) - f(s1\\ = 
!u(t,s) , and moreover if.!s ,~, E[s,t) then 
( 1 .2) 
f(.\;')\\:( ilf(t) - f(s)\\ so f is Riemann 
integrable. 
The fol101Iing corollaries are immediate. 
COROLLARY 1. 2. BaYl.ach space valued f is 
Riemann inte~rable iff Lim 2: I i f ( t . ) - f ( t. 1) I I (t . - t. 1) =0 i a-i-o 0'" l. l.- l l.-
COROLLARY 1.3. If the conditions of 
Lemma 1.1. hold then I, r,Il , and f have the 
same points of con!inuity , and are continuous 
a.e. to,T). 
Let C:f be any non-empty subset of [o,T1 , 
and r > 0. Then there exists f(r,'!) <co such 
that if {Pi} is any finite set of disjoint 
int ervals each of length ~ 4r, and Pi () ~ f. + then 
2: I P. I HI (p .) :( r (r,~) 
i l. l 
(1 .3) 
(If Pi <j: (O,T] , then HI(Pi ) = EI(Pi () [O,T]) by 
definition). Slnce \pinI(p) has Riemann integral 
zero , and In is bounded, we have 
COROLLARY 1.4. 'J'here exists f iTh; ch 
satisfies (1 .3) and has the 
(i) p(r,~) ~s concinuous in r on [0,00) and 
(ii) P is monotone increasing in both variables. 
(i. e. If r ~ r' , Y' C~, then p(r,~) ~ fer' ,~!) ). 
(iii)If III is continuous at s then p(r,{s}) = oCr). 
2. Product Inte~rals. Let Op(X) be the 
set of· all maps witb domains and ranges in 
Banach space X. Let T, A 0 > 0 and 
Suppose 
a partition of 
(t,).) -- 3(t,A) 
[s,t] , fl.. = t. - t. 1 ' 1 1 1-
and define cl(a-,j) = max sup { Is
1
. - tl : t. 1 ~ t ~ t. 
i t 1- 1 
For some x € X suppose S has the property that 
n 
PS(~,~):x: = rr S(§.,p.)x 
. 1 1 1 1= 
ahrays exists. 
DEFnnTION. If the directed limit 
Lim PS(cr-,~)x 
d ... O 
exists (in norm topology of X) then 
t 
the lini t is wri tt en as IT S (u, du)x, and is 
s 
called the product integral of S on [s,t] at x. 
If the limit is uniform for (s,t,x) € t:.. c[o,T1 2 x X , 
then 'l'le say the product int e[,Tal is uniform on b.. 
( 2.1) 
This definition of a product integral is 
~ather strong, and hac the unusual feature 
that the' sample points' ~ i may lie outside 
the int ervals [t i _1 ,t i1. Section 4 show"s the 
advantage in this. The definition could be 
w·eakened in tlIO directions. One might specify 
~. ]. (say ! .=t.) ]. l and then only consider those 
<3" S for w·hich ,ui =)1j . '.Ie then o'Jtain the 
product formulae of [2] . Alternatively one might 
take limits under refinement of <r. This is 
done in [8] (1'lith ~ i E: [ti _1 ,tJ ). 
3. Accretive Operators. For the convenience 
of the reader ';le collect together the definition 
and some properties of aocretive set-valued maps. 
Preofs can be found in [1], l2}. 
Let (X,I 1.1 I) be a Banach space. A C XXX is 
in the class ~ (-wj if for each A> 0, ).,u.r< 1 
and (x. ,y.) E: A i = 1,2 lie have J. J. 
If A E:51 ('UJ) A> 0, ~'b.f< 1 set J). = (I+).,A)-1 , 
D,\ = D(J.>J = R(I+>'A), A). = ~ -1 (I-J,,) then 
(a) J~, A,\ are functions and 
IIJ~x - J.x yll ~ (1_);llr)-1 Ilx-yll 
IIA>.x - A,Ayll ~ >. -1 (1 + (1_).'Ur)-1) I Ix-yl I 
} ,,-,y E D~ 
(b) Set Then 
IAxl = Lim I I A)., x I I 
~.t,O 
exists if x E: ID, and 
I Ax I ~ inf { I I y I I Y E: Ax if x E: ~(A) n ~ • 
(c) Set D*(A) = { x E: CD : IAxl < 00 }. Then 
D(A) n [) C D*(A) C ~ and D*(A) C D(A)c. 
. ' 
(d) II J AX - x II ~ A (1 - )..'\)..'J -1 I Ax I 
IIA,>.xll ~ (1 _).W-)-1 IAxl 
where d., =~ A -1 , (3 = 1-~ 
} xED), 1'1 D*(A) 
xED).. 1 
o <fA~ ).. 
x E D)..11 D/",-
Properties (a) - (f) will henceforeward be 
used 'VTithout specific reference • 
4. The Theorems. Let (x,II.II) be any 
Banach space, {A(t): 0 ~ t ~ T} a 1-par8.meter 
family of operators (set vall1ed s) X ' - _ map on.i SUC .. 1 
that for some real 'Ur and some Xo > 0 , ~0"W'< 1 
An A(t) E ~ (w-) o ~ t ~ T 
A2) is independent of t. 
A3) R(I +AA(t)) :':) DC 
iVe put 
o < A < AO 
J(t/~) = (I +AA(t))-1. 
Consequently, ,vi thout loss in generality, Vie 
assume '"\1)?: O. 
The time dependence of A(t) is conditioned 
as follows. 
C) For each Iv1 > 0 there exists interval function 
IIY! such that IpIIH(P) has Riemann integral 
zero on [O;T] and such that if xE DC , 
Ilxll ~ :r.1 and o < A <>'0 then 
IIJ(t,)..)x - J(s,A)xll ~ A IH(t,S) o ~ s,t ~ T (4. 1 ) 
Remark~4.2. Clearly 11\. must be positive, 
1V! 
and without loss in generality we may assume 
1M satisfies condition (*) of section~. 
Therefore, by Lemma 1.1, an equivalent condition 
to C) is obtained by replacing 1M(t,s) in (4.1) 
by II fMC t) - f:r-~(S) II , where f~I is Riemann 
integrable. 
Let L'(M) = sup { 1M(P) : P C (O,T] } 
Then by Lemma 1.1 , LI (M) < 00. Dividing (4.1) by.A, 
So if x E DC, I IA(t)xl - IA(s)xl I ~ L' (1Ixll). 
Therefore D* = D*(A(t» is independent of 
.and moreover if x E D* 
M(x) = sup IA(t)xl ~ IA(O)xl + L' (1Ixll) < 00 
t 
Suppose { A(t) : ° ~ t ~ T} satisfies A1),A2), 
A3) and C) , then the following the0rems hold. 
THEOREr-T 1. U(t,s)x::: IT J(u,du)x E: DC 
s 
exists 
~ 0 ~ s ~ t ~ T, x E: DC and is uniform on any 
set 6. = { ( s , t , x) o ~ s ~ t ~ T , II x II ~- I A (O)x I 
bounded }. 
THEOREl"l 2. u(t,s) has the follmving properties 
(a) Ilu(t,s)x - U(t,s)yll ~ exp( '"l1.r{t-s» Ilx-YII ,x,y E: DC 
(b) U(s)s)x = x, U(t,s)U(s,r)x = U(t,r)x 
o ~ r ~ s ~ t ~ T. 
(c) (s,t) -+ U(t,s)x is continuous on 0 ~ s ~ t ~ T , 
and uniformly continuous on ~. 
THEORE1YI 3. Let 
s 
s -+ S(t,s)x = IT J(t,du)x 
o 
. represent the semigroup on DC w'ith infinitesimal 
generator A(t). ~ 
(a) Theorem 1 holds with J replaced by S. 
(b) For almost all s E: [O,T], and in particular 
for all s at which 1M is continuous for 
sufficiently large 1-1 
I I u (s +h, s ) x - S ( s , h) x I I = 0 (h) as h.1, O. 
CJ9 
PROPOSITION 1. For any ~ in Theorem 1 
there exists a constant K qnd a r "ri th proTlerties 
(i),(ii),(iii) of Corollary 1.4 such that if 
(s,t,x) E~ then for sufficiently large integer m 
m 
Ilu(t,s)x - rr J(s+i(t-s)/m ; (t-s)/m)x I! ~ 
i=1 
K(t-s)m-k +P«t_s)m-1/ 4 , (s,t]) 
(This should be compared with (2,Proposition 2.5]) 
DEFINITION. As in [2] , v1e say u(t) is· a 
strong solution of (0.1) iff u(t) is continuous on 
[S,T], locally absolutely continuous and strongly 
differentiable a.e. on (s,T), and satisfies (0.1) a.e~. 
THEOREr,l 4 .. If u(t) is a strong solution 
(0.1 ) then 
-
u(t) = U(t,s)x , s ~ t ~ T. 
Conversly suppose for each t, A(t) is a closed 
subset of XxX, x E DC ~ t - U(t,s)x is locally 
absolutely continuous and strongly differentiable 
a.e. on (s,T). ~ t - U(t,s)x is a strong 
solution of (0.1). 
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Let PJ(<r,~ )x be defined as in (2.1). Then 
PJ(O',!)x exists for x E DC. The first part of 
the next lemma follows from the Lipschitz 
continuity of J(t,).). A slight modification of 
the proof of f2,Lemma 2.21 gives the second part. 
LIDTIYIA 4. 1 • If C = exp( (t-s)v(1 - lo-l'UT)-1 ) ~ 
exp ( T'\L~ 1 - ).0 ~ -1) then 
(ii) IlpJ(o-,j)x - xii ~ C(t-s)M(x) _ x E D* 
COROLLARY 4.2. There exists a continuou~ 
increasing L such that II PJ(<S",!)x II ~ L( Ilx 11), x E DC. 
Proof. Fix any y E D*. Then 
.1 IpJ(a-,j)xl I ~ Cllx-yll + IlpJ(o-,.j)yll 
~ allxll + (C+1) Ilyll + CTlwl(y) 
Therefore we may take L(r) = Cr + (c+1)1 Iyl 1 + CTM(y). 
t 
_ Suppose CTJ(u,dU)X exists 
uniformly (s,t,x) E 8, where ~ is any set as 
in Theorem 1. Then Theorems 1 , 2(a) ,2(b), 3(a) hold. 
IQ1 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 has Lipschitz 
bound (on DC) which c0nverges to exp( (t-s }-ur) as 
I crl t 
-
o. Since , by hypothesis , PJ(\3",!) - IT J(u,du) 
s 
on D* as d(O",j) 
-
o , D* dense in DC and 
PJ (-, \.. ) X C DC , bt' Th 1 2 ( ) ~ ~ ~ we 0 a1n eorems , a. 
Theorem 2(b) is then trivial. 
{ A1 (s) = A(t) o ~ s ~ T} satisfies conditions 
A1),A2),A3) and C), so (4.4) is well defined, 
and so is PS(O-,~) on DC. Given x E: DC, E > 0 , 
choosing d(a-,!) sufficiently small and using 
Theorem 1 ) Ilu(t,s)x - PJ(o-,j)xll ~ E • 
Let 0"' = (s=t' 0 < t' 1 < •••••••• < t' m=t ) be 
f ' t f - d \0.' = {~'J'}1m any re 1nemen 0 ~, an ~  be such 
that iff ( t' j -1 ' t' j 1 c [t i -1 ' t i 1· 
I 
I 
Then d (tT" , j') = d (l:5',j) and moreover as 1(3" 1 -+ 0 
ti 
PJ (0" , ,,!')x - rr n J(~i,dU)X = PS(a-,!)x. Therefore 
it, 1 1-
I IU(t,s)x - PS(O",j)xl I ~ ( and Theorem 3(a) follows. 
IQ2 
Theorems 1,2,3 imply Theorem 4. 
Proof. The uniqueness part of Theorem 4 
has the same proof as [2, Theorem 3.11. The only 
t 
difference is that we require J I M( ts/£1f. , s)ds - 0 o 
as e: 
- o. But if fM is taken as in Lemma 1.1 
1 I M( [s/£)E , B )ds t then o .:Iii: .:Iii: ~ IlfM( [sidE )-fM(s) lids 
[t/!1 
- fN( (i+1 )E ) II 
.:Iii: e . E II fr.1( i E) - 0 as E - o. ),,=0 
since fM is Riemarti! integrable. 
To prove the second part of Theorem 4 we 
only need show for almost all t E [s,TJ 
u(t,s)x E D(A(t» , d/dtU(t,s)x + A(t)U(t,s)x ~ 0 (4.5) 
The proof of [2,Theorem 3.3) shows (4.5) holds 
for those t such that d/dtU(t,s)x exists and 
I \U(t+h,t)x - S(t,h)xl \ = o(h). Therefore by 
Theorem 3(b) , (4.5) holds a.e •• 
To complete the proofs of the Theorems we 
show the hypothesis of Lemma 4.3, Theorems 2(c),3(b) 
and Proposition hold. This is done in the next 
section. 
1Q3 
5. Hain Proof. Let 
6 = { (s, t ,x) : 0 to; s to; t ~ T , II x II to; K1 ' I A (O)x I to; K2 } 
For the moment we suppose (s t x) c ~ By 
" ~ ~ . 
Corollary 4.2 , Set 
L ' = L' (L (K1 ) ) (where L'(.) is defined in (4.2)) 
(so by (4.3), M(x) to; M). 
Suppose 0 < ICT'I to; ~ < AO ' 0 to; s' to; s'+ mXtO; T. 
S et ~ j = }lj,' X , 'j = 1 - ~j and let 
k 
Pk = P>.,k(s')x = n J(s'+ i~, ).)x ktO; m" i=1 
I 
QI = QI (tt", ~ ) x = n J (:S. , JA...) x j=1 J J 
Then Po = QO = x, Qn = PJ(~,i)x 
Our aim is to compare PJ(cr,S)x with PJ(~',S')x 
where (~',j') is arbitary. However a simpler 
recurrence relation is obtained by comparing 
PJ(~,l)x with Pm' (Note that by a suitable 
choice of (c::s-' ,.s') we obtain 
This technique is used in £6] for the autonomous 
case. 
IG4 
use condition C) to obtain 
ak,l = IIJ(s'+kX, ~ )Pk-1 - J(~l' oJ.t1 )Ql-1II 
~ IIJ(s'+k~, Jl1 )( o(.lPk_1 + f3 1Pk ) - J(s'+1v\, JA.1 )Ql-1 11 
+ }t1 I(Sl,s'+k)..) 
~ (1 -#1",,-1 (ot..1 a k_1 ,1-1 +P 1a k ,1-1) +J.l.II(~l,s'+kA) (5.1 
and Lemma 4.1 to obtain 
wb,ere 
, --
By comparing (5.1) , (5.2) with (A.1) in the 
appendix we estimate the quantities K, \'1 ,Nj ,Nj (P. ) 
which appear on the right-hand side of (A.2). 
oK = CMA , 
If 
n 1m - E J,.. - il < ~ j+1 l. then it is easy to see 
Is' + >.. i - S j I < r, where r is defined by 
r = }..~ + Is' + m.>t - tl + d(~,~). 
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interval centre ~ j' radius r, and HI is defined 
in section 1. Let {B} be a Ii e I d d q q ..... n ar y or ere 
covering of the set ~ by a finite number of 
disjoint intervals Bq each of length 2r. Now if 
then t. 
J and t. 1 J- have distance at most 
the interval with the same centre as Bq and 
the length) • Therefore ~ j .E:B . JAj J q . 
twice 
and ~ljE:Bq ~jMI(B(lj,r» ~. 12Bq IMI(2Bq). Now 
2Bp n 2Bq =; or singleton if p, q are not 
consecutive, therefore, by Corollary 1.4 
n }; r,1.(K) ~ ~ 12BqIMI(2Bq) ~ 2 fer,!) 
1 J q 
Substituting (5.3),(5.4),(5.5) into (A.2) , and 
) 
(for simplicity) setting ~ = .. «t_s)/'X)3/4, Theorem A 
gives (after some trivial estimates) 
-i 
li p (s')x - PJ(e",.!)xll = a ~ C2IJI{(t_s_m>.)2 + A(t-S)} ~,m m,n 
+ CL' ().(t-s»! + 2Cr(A1/ 4 (t-s)3/4 + It-s'-m~1 + d«(f,~) , S) (5.6) 
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By choosing ~, J: in the obvious way vIe 
first set PJ(~,1)x = P (s)x, d(~,~) = u , t = s+nu }4,n ,. r· 
in (5.6). So if ]A ~ ).. , (s,t,x) E ~ 
Ilp~,m(s)x - P~,n(s)xll ~ C211{ (n/A - m>.)2 + Xn/r\}:£ + 
J.-
CL' ()..nf.)'2. + 2Cf()..1/4(nJA-)3/4 + Inf\-- mAl + f'-, (s,s+n)A)) (5.7) 
Therefore converges as n~- t-s ~ T-s , 
~ - O. Let this limit be U(t,s)x. Taking the 
limit in (5.7) 
.L 
IIp).,m(s)x - U(t,s)xll ~ C2r.1{ (t-s-m>.) 2 + ~(t_s)}'1. + 
CL' (~(t_s))t + 2Cf(~1/4(t_s)3/4 + It-s-m~1 , (s,t] ) (5.8) 
Proposition 1 follows setting A = (t-s)/m in (5.8). 
Suppose (s", ! are given, and (s' ,t' ,x) E A. 
Choose m so that It' - s· - mlerll < la-I. 
, 
Then from (5.6) and (5.8) , using (a2+b2)~ ~ lal+lbl , 
II PJ (0",.1) x - u (t' , s ' ) x II . 
~ IlpJ(cs-,j)x - Plo-I ,m(s' )xll + IIPIa-1 ,m(s')x - u(t' ,s' )xll 
J.. .L J,. 
~ C2N( I (t-s)-(t'-s') I + 210-1 )+C(GrHL') Icr{.z. «t_s)'1+(t'-s' )~) 
+ 2Cf(lo-I 1/ 4 (t_s)3/4 + It-t'l + .lcrl + d(!3",!) ,1) 
+ 2c"(1c:r1 1/ 4 (t'_s,)3/4 + la-I, (s',t')) 
. '
lei? 
The hypothesis of Lemma 4.3 follovrs by setting 
s' = s , t' = t in (5.9). Letting d("G",j) ... 0 Ll (5.9), 
Ilu(t,s)x - u(t' ,s' ))("11 or,; C211 1 (t-s)-(t'-s') I 
+ 2C P( I t-t' I , [s, tJ ) (5.10) 
which gives Theorem2(c). 
To prove Theorem 3(b) set s' = s , t' = t , 
j = {s} in (5.9). Let lal ... O. Then d(~,j) ... t-s = h and 
PJ(~,!)x ... S(s,h)x. Therefore, using Corollary 1.4 
Ils(s,h)x - U(s+h,s)xll or,; 2CP(h,{s}) = o(h) if JlU is 
continuous at s. Theorem 3(b) now follows from 
Corollary 1.3. 
This completes the proof of the theorems in 
section 4 • 
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Appendix. We derive an estimate for the 
solutions of the 2-dimensional recurrence inequality 
obtained in section 5. This recurrence inequality 
is more com,licated than those needed in [1] , [2] 
and 161, but our estimate ('VThich is in fact 
superiour by a factor of 2 on the boundary 
conditions ) is derived without recourse to the 
rather complicated induction arguments employed in 
the above papers. 
Two elementary inequalities from probability 
theory are needed. The first is only the 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. The second is usually 
called Chebychev's inequality [3, P.2331. 
LEMr-lA A 1 • Let X be a random variable ,vi th 
finite mean )A and variance cs2 • Let E(. ) be the 
expectation operator, ~ E(X)=p, E«X _p..)2) = <:,.2 ,then 
.L. 
i) E( IX-ml ) EO { (m-JA)2 + fS2 }2. 
ii) p( IX-}lI2=l'») EO ('S2/,,2 
IQ9 
From now on we assume ~. , p. > 0 , 
'J. 1.- eli + 'i = 1, 
w. > 1 , i"= 1,2, •••• e 
1. -
, K>O , b .. > 0 • 
1., J -
THEOREr-l A .. Suppose for k, 1 ~ 0, (ak,l) 
satisfies the following recurrence ine~uality 
Let H > 0, and set 
+ Wl'l ak,1-1 
1 
K ~ cL 
1 1 
n 
M
J
. (M) = max. { b. . i 1, J iE:;m , I m- ~ ~. - i I < K } j+1 1. "" 
n 
Mj = Mj (00) , iv = tl VI. • Then 1 1 
n n .!. 
a :;;;; WK{ (m- ~c(..) 2 + E r:J....~. }a m,n 1 1. 1 1 1. 
n n n 
+ \tl~-2 ~ M. ~ eli~i + vi E !1 j (K) j=1 J j+1 1 
k,l > 0 
} (A.l 
(A.2) 
To prove Theorem A we first make two reductions. 
LEI·1!1A A2. It is sufficient to prove Theorem A 
for the case Wi = 1 , i=1,2, •••• 
Proof. If Wi f: 1 set 
Then since 
1 n w. > 1, (ck,l) satisfies (A.1) 
1 1. -
Therefore if Theorem A holds 
then satisfies (A.2) with iv=1. But 
n 
a "= c n \'1. = "II c m,n m,n 1 1. m,n· 
for W.=1 
1. 
'JO 
LEi'i]}iA, A3. ':Ii thout loss in D'ener I" t ~ a 1 y we may 
assume the limiting case (A.3) replaces (A.1) where 
ak,l = o(.lak_1 ,1-1 + 13 1 a k , 1-1 + bk,l k,l > ° } 1 (A.3) 
ak,O = Kk aO,l = K E~" 1 1 
Proof. The possibility that \~lf1 has already 
been covered in Lemma A2. Set Z = {(ak,l) 
satisfies (A.1)}. c - sup { a k,l - k,l 
Then (Ck,l) satisfies (A.3). 
Remark. 1 • This last statement depended on the 
assumption that ¥ 1 = Wl~' K 1 = Wl~l are both 
non-negative. In [2, Lemma A1 {I '~l are independent 
of 1, but in the statement of the Lemma they 
were not assumed non-negative. HOvlever the proof 
did assume this , and in fact it is easy to 
show that the estimate given is in general false 
for negative i or K • 
Remark. 2. The proof of Lemma A3. also assumed 
z F ,. It iE easy to see by a recursion on 1 in 
, J1 
(A.1) that this is the case. In fact we show' 
(A.3) has a solution which must of course be in 
z. 
Proof of Theorem A. We derive (A.2) (with W=1) 
from (A.3). Rather than solving (A.3) directly we 
consider the following slightly different boundary 
value problem (A.4). 
Set bk,l = 0 for k ~ 0 
1',> 0 , 1 (A.( -oo<k<oo 
To solve (A.4) define the following formal Laurent 
series. 
1>0 , 
Then (A.4) is formally equivalent to 
Al(X) = (~l +~l x ) Al _1 (x) + Bl(X) 1>0 1 (A. 5) 
AO(x) = BO(x) 
, J2 
Set 
n. n 
Q. (x) = IT (13 i +~.; x ) 
J i=j .... 
Thp. solution of (A.5) is 
n n 
= . E QJ. +1 (x) B. (x) 
J=O J 
Now let X . n be the random variable of the 
J 
number of successes of n-j+1 Bernoulli trials with 
probabilities of success C)(.j' c<..j+1' •••••• o(n 
respectively. Then the generating function of 
is Q.n(x) 
J . 
, and so 
n n 
E(X j
n ) = E 0(. , Var(X j
n ) = Etl(.,. 
. ~ . ~ ~ 
J J 
By equating coefficients of xm in (A.6) 
Setting m = 0 , 
n 
=KEol. 
1 ~ 
x.n 
J 
Therefore (A.B) satisfies the boundary conditions 
of (A.3) and so gives the solution of (A.3). 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
(A.B) 
, J3 
.By Lemma A1 , and relations (A.7) 
I 
n 2:' 
+ ~ 0(. p. } 1 1 .... 
n ~ ~L K-2 ~ «....~. + lIi
J
. (R) 
J j+1 1 1 
(A.2) (with W=1) now follovTs by substituting these 
estimates into (A.8). 
This completes the nroof of Theorem A • 
. '
, )4 
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